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3 Members Of The Latin Kings Gang Arrested, Empty Gun Found In Car...

Car Chase Ends In Crash On Vernon
BYJIMBARR
Editor-in-Chief
A car chase between two
rival gangs ended in a car wreck
on the Trinity campus last Friday.
Four members of the Los
Solidos gang, driving in a Bukk,
were chasing three members of
the Latin Kings who were driving in an Oldsmobile. Thechase
apparently began as a result of
an altercation in the area of
BentonStreetinHartford. Sometime during the chase, shots
were fired from the Oldsmobile
at the Buick. The Buick chased
the Oldsmobile down New Britain Avenue, and the two cars
turned into the Trinity campus
at the intersection of Summit
Street and New Britain Avenue.
The cars drove down Summit
and headed down Vernon Street
towards Broad.
According to Campus
Safety, as the cars drove down
Vernon, the Oldsmobile went
up on the sidewalk and spun
out, hitting an unoccupied Campus Safety vehicle. The Olds
then backed up in an attempt to

get away, but smashed into an
iron fence. Three men got out of
the car and started running
down the street towards Broad.
Two officers, Brandon
O'Brien and Jeff LaBreque, were
standing nearby and saw the
wreck. The officers ran after the
occupants oi the car and chased
them down to 88 Vernon. During the chase, officer LaBreque
was struck on the head three
times by the man who he was
chasing. According to the report, LaBreque was "momentarily dazed," b ut continued the
chase.
When the three suspects
from the Oldsmobile reached 88
Vernon street, the occupants of
the Buick had followed the chase
down the street in their car. The
Buick stopped and the individuals got out of the car. According
to Director of Campus Safety,
Brian Kelly, the three individuals from the Olds attacked one
of the men from the Buick. At
this point, the first of at least 6
Hartford police cars arrived,
along with additional Campus
Safety officers.
Officer Michael Kula no-

A gang related car chase ended on Vernon Street
early Friday morning. One car ran into the fence.
ticed that two of the youths from tacking manner. Officer Kula
the Buick were trying to get into pulled out his can of pepper
the building at 88 Vernon Street. spray and discharged the can in
One of the males from the the person's face. The person
Oldsmobile had run into the ves- was la ter taken to Hartford Hostibule of the building and was pital to be decontaminated.
holding the door shut to preThe individual who was in
vent the two others from getting the vestibule of thebuilding surto him,
rendered and stated that he
Officer Kula approached wanted to be arrested. The male
the two youths who were trying said that he was the one who
to gain entry to the building. had fired the shots at the other
Kula ordered them to get away car. The Hartford Police found
from the door, and one of the a .38 caliber revolver in the
men approached hint in an at- O\dsmobi\e. The gun had no
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Take Back The Night
BYAMYMCGILL
News Editor
The "Take Back The
Night Rally" held last Friday
on the Quad marked the end
of Sexual Assault Awareness
Week. The rally took place
near the Bishop and attendance was,' "pretty disappointing... there wereno more
than fifty people there at
once/' said Andrea Picott '94.
Picott has been the Chair of
the Sexual Assault Task Force
for the past two years, and has

been an active member for her
senior year.
Although there hasbeen a
march in the past, this year
only the rallytookplace. Picott
commented, "we waited to see
what the tone was like,..[there
has been a] backlash this year,
we wanted to see if we did
want to have it." The rally,
which was moderatedby Amy
Clark '94, began with The
Trinitones singing."
WhenTheTrinitones were
finished, Denise Burgher '94,
please turn to page 4

Students held a rally to "Take Back The Night."

ANDREA PICOtT

live rounds left in it, but contained some spent shells.
Seven suspects were apprehended, 4 from the Buick and 3
from the Oldsmobile. The three
Latin Kings from the Oldsmobile
have all been charged.
Richard Echeveria, 18, was
charged with attempted assault
in the first degree, reckless endangerment in the first degree,
and various weapons charges.
Jose Ramon, 17, was charged
with reckless endangerment in
the first degree. Hector Campos, 20, was charged with reckless endangerment in the first
degree, and attempted assault
in the third degree.
Kelly noted that it was significant that the shooting occurred in a neighborhood away
from campus and that no shots
were fired oncampus. He added
thatitis important thatthegangs
are only angry at each other and
that they aren't interested in
Trinity students.
According to Kelly/ approximately 30 students were in
the area at the time. A Campus
Safety advisory was pos ted and
an all-campus voice mail message was sent at 6 am on Friday
morning.

Director Of Food Services
BY MATTHEW HENRY
News Writer
On Tuesday, April 12th,Mr.
Jonathan Small was promoted
to Director of Food Services at
Trinity College. Former Director Vijay Sharma, whose stay at
the campus lasted little more
than a year, will be taking a position somewhere else with the
Marriot Corporation.
Mr. Sharma was rumored
to be fired in view of students
dining in the Cave. It was also
rumored that his relationship
with Marriot staff was a rocky
one. Marriot employees did not
comment on any incidents,
According to Jonathan
Epstein '97, Chairman of the
SGA Food Committee, Mr.
Sharma's work was not representative of the student body's
needs. Mr. Sharma rewrote two
items on the meal plan contracts
for the next academic year that
many students found unacceptable. One was a prohibition of
backpacks or book bags in

KEUY COLL15

Jon Small, the new
Food Service Director.
Mather Hall. The other was a
removal of convenience items,
including Snapple and 2 liter
soda bottles, from the Cave.
These inconveniences were declared necessary because of the
rise in theft, which recently made
the sale of candy in the Cave
unfeasible. Mr. Small and the
Regional Director repealed the
items on the contract to alleviate
student disapproval.
Mr, Epstein also indicated

thatMr. Sharma waslax inkeeping some items in stock. One
example involved the stocking
of Triples Cereal in Mather Hall.
It was a popular item that students requested when it became
absent for over a month. While
the stocking of some cereals are
run on cycles of two weeks, it
was apparent thattherequested
brand was out of stock. Mr.
Epstein indicated that Mr.
Sharma was clearly not working hard enough to keep that
item and certain others in stock.
"He did not want to do the
work," said Mr. Epstein.
Marriot's regional office
found that students were not
pleased with their service
through two mediums. The first
wasa poll, whichrnany students
were handed upon entry to the
dininghall. Anotherwasacamera crew who came through the
hall to ask students what they
thought of the services on film.
Many students indicated that
there were elements of the dinplease turn to page 5
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ConnPIRG Gets It Right

Sexual Harassment Is

onnPIRG has received its due share of criticism
in these pages. They've been criticized as hypocritical and not in tune with the Trinity community. In the past, most of ConnPIRG's energy has been
focused off campus — lobbying with Trinity student
money for the agenda of a national organization, not
necessarily for Trinity. It could be said that ConnPIRG
has violated one of the basic premises of the environmental movement: they have been unable to "think
globally and act locally."
But the Trinity Earth Day Celebration has somewhat
restored my faith in ConnPIRG. Next Friday, they will
hopefully succeed in unifying the school around the
environment. They will bring the Trinity community
together to celebrate Earth Day. And they will, for once,
act locally.
I have no problem with the idea of a campus environmental organization, but I think that such an organization must be founded around the campus. I like
being able to personally see the effects that my organization is making with my money. In the past, I haven't
been able to point out one change that Trinity's
ConnPIRG has made for me, one thing that they have
done as a Trinity organization.
But Earth Day is different. Friday, I will be able to see
people gathering on the quad, see people having fun,
and see people learning about the environment — all
because of ConnPIRG. A campus environmental organization should fight ior things like ptx^fc tecyd$t\g
bins, energy efficient Ugh Ling in buildings, and campus
education programs — like Earth Day. From these
grass roots movements larger change will come. As
soon as ConnPIRG learns this lesson I will respect them
as Trinity's environmental organization.
M.B.P.

To the Editor:

decide what causes them to feel objectified, offended, hurt. Sexual harassment is

Sexual Assaul t Awareness Week has
just passed (April 11-15). The Sexual
AssaultTaskForce arranged manyinteresting and informative events during the
course of the week, but as the coordinator of Peer Education for the Women's
Center, I want to remind everyone that
Sexual Assault is not the only problem
the Trinity Community deals with.
Sexual Harassment in the educational
and work setting is a growing concern.
As students, we face potential sexual
harassment scenarios in class, on or off

an abuse of power that is expressed sexually.

Sexual harassment can include sexual jokes, comments,
or propositions. It is up to each individual to decide what
causes them to feel objectified, offended, hurt. Sexual
harassment is an abuse of power that is expressed sexually.
campus; places of employment, internships, etc.
Legally, Sexual Harassment guidelines found in Title IX of the Education
Amendments Act of 1972 prohibit sexual
discrimination in any educational program. Sexual discrimination is the treating Of employees/students differently
on the basis of gender. There is also discussion of the liability of an institution
for creating a hostile environment perpetua ted by supervisors and coworkers.
In talking about sexual harassment, we
are handling a very complicated issue.
There is a popular claim that Sexual Harassment is not clearly defined.' .There
are "deflrdtions".t»^rrairassrcteht, wMnet
one? looks at legal documents or Tiiniiy's
own policies. However, sexual harassment differs with each individual case.
What I consider most important is
for students to know what sexual harassment is and what "options they have if
they are a victim of this type of sexual
discrimination. Sexual harassment can
include sexual jokes, comments, or propositions. It is up to each individual to

James i . Barr '95
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judged on ability and performance in
their profession or area of study.
If you feel as if you are currently
working or studying in a hostile environment. If you think you are a victim of
sexual harassment. You have options.
Nobody can perform well if they are in
such an environment, and they shouldn' t
have to. Sexual harassment complaints
may be filed through the Sexual Harassment Grievance Committee, the Dean of
Faculty (x2130), or the Dean of Students
Office (x2155). If you would like to talk
with someone before or instead of registering a fprmal complaint you can call
Peer Counselors, the Dean pf
•t>iRc$;&t the Women' ^ -*"*1
is impossible Lo he your besl, or work to
your full potential under any form of
harassment. And remember, nobody
deserves to be the object of sexual harassment. If you are, please do something about it. Silence only serves to
perpetuate the attitude that condones
and accepts sexual harassment.

Matthew B. Prince '96

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

•

Sexual harassment is not merely miscommunication. It creates a hostile environment in which one feels uncomfortable and victimized. If someone's job or
grade is determined by a specific person,
that authority has a certain amount of
power over that individual. Sexual harassment is an abuse of this power
through sexual means, whether it be actions or insinuations. There is no need
for anyone to work in a situation where
they feel threatened. One should be
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office is located i n the basement of'Jackson Dormitory.,
to The- trinity, t r i p o d . Trinity College # 1 3 1 0 , Hartford,
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*Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00
p.m. the Friday preceding publication the following Tuesday. Letters
should address the Editor, and not a
particular individual. No unsigned
or anonymous letters willbe printed,
although names may be withheld if
so requested after a signature. The
Trinity Tripod will not publish any
letter the Editors judge to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this paper. Letters may be of
any length, but please limit them to
five-hundred words. Letters are
printed according to space availability. The Trinity Tripod reserves the
right to edit all letters for clarity and
brevity.
Any letters composed on a
Macintosh may be submitted to The
Trinity Tripod through the DocEx
server in the General Resources zone
of the Trinity College network. Letters may also be submitted on!
Macintosh or DOS disk.
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Injustice Or Discrimination—You Decide
BY MARK IANN THACKER
Opinion Writer

for Mark Thacker to be register for LEST
113. However, since the course has already begun, Judge Tom Smith is. the
person who really should give approval.
He seems quite willing to admit students. However, he is tied up in Court
today and can't be reached prior to the
registration deadline. The class will meet
again on Monday evening.
I am hoping that my tentative approval can avoid a late fee for Mr. Thacker
and keep this option alive for him.

lose my summer internship and grant
money. It is certainly an "F" that I don't
deserve because I didn't earn it. This is
I transferred to Trinity College in
clearly a misunderstanding to me and
quest of a thorough and recognized edumy family, but the committee and Martha
cation. In my seven months here, this
ily informing them of the situation. As Risser seem to think differently.
institution has given me nothing more
recommended by them, I went to the
At the suggestion of Mrs. Risser, I
than doubt, stress, fear and an endless
President's Office and met with Dean went to the Registration Office to reread
feeling of hopelessness, I have, thus far,
Peters and Dean Winer to explain my the letter Professor Gold had written. I
witnessed badrelationships between stusituation. I explained that I had not also asked for a copy of the letter to use in
dents and administration, the withdrawal
known why I was registered for the my defense, thinking that perhaps this
of a president, and firsthand injustice on
course and ma 11 had not attended a class was a matter of misinterpretation.
the part of the college.
or exam all semester. I also explained
The Registrar, Nancy Birch Wagner,
This is not the Trinity College that I
Sincerely,
that I was discouraged simply because I first refused to make a copy of the letter
had anticipated. This is not the same
Andrew J. Gold
have too many other factors dependent for me arguing that "it was against fedschool whose reputation, I was told, is
upon my grades to let this stand. If my eral law." After a few moments of pleadamongst the finest of all Liberal Arts
Just as Professor Gold had told me, grades are low, I lose my summer job, ing, the registrar not only broke federal
Colleges in the nation, From my per- after our meeting, I tried to contact Judge summer developmentprogram and grant lawformebutalsogavemeacopyofmy
spective, a Black, Trinity student per- Smith to receive his consent and written money.
registration form as well. Thanks.
spective, this college needs to, perhaps, permission for my registration form.
My family has been calling in hopWith Dean Peters, Dean Winer, and
the President all on my behalf, the Aca- ing to reason with people in pursuit of
demic Affairs Committee again reviewed advancing my case. This situation has
I do know that as a black student, this situation has,
my petition. Once again my petition was since forth escalated, adding to the alunfortunately, pushed me deeper into this endless realm denied.
ready do stress that I have as a student
trying
to survive here.
I
met
with
the
Chair
of
the
Commitof doubt, knowing that justice really only comes to those
As a student, I have learned firsttee,MarthaRisser, immediately,insearch
who can afford it.
of an explanation and perhaps some kind hand why there are, indeed, bad relaof understanding. She told me that the tionships between some of the adminisreevaluate some of its objectives and re- Judge Smith was difficult to reach and committee's decision was based on the tration here and the students. In my
evaluate, in certain aspects, its relation- only came in once a week to teach the following reasons: (1) students receive case, it appears that the administration
ships with the students here. This is my course.
two warnings throughout the semester doesn't care enough about the consestory.
After not contacting him, I became stating what classes they are registered quences of a "misunderstanding". (Or
discouraged. I couldn't get in touch with for; (2) She argued that I had all first tiie consequence of making an example
I was admitted as a late transfer him to receive his permission nor his semester to deal with the issue; (3) It was out of me.)
student here this past fall. When I ar- signature. It was too far in the course to thought by members of the committee
As a Black student, I can't help but
rived, I was forced to find classes be- keep the pursuit, so I decided to drop the that Professor Gold was granting me question whether or not I would be encause I did not have the chance to prereg- idea of taking the LEST 113 all together permission (even though his intentions countering such difficulties if my father
ister. Trinity offers somewhat of a trans- and only be registered for four courses. were for me to avoid having to pay the were donating buildings and lounges to
fer orientation the first week of school,
the Trinity Community or perhaps if I
When I returned to school in Janu- $50 late fee).
however; most of my knowledge of reg- ary, I finally received my report card
In addition, he clearly states, "since were a few shades lighter. If I were all
istration and meeting deadlines came by after it was held back by Students' Ac- the course has already begun, Judge Tom together a different person, would I retalking with other students and friends. counts Office (because of bills). When I Smith is the person who really should ally be dealing with all of this?
I was interested in taking an Introduc- opened it, I found that I was, in fact, give approval." Finally, she argued that
Secondly, is Trinity thekind of instition to Law course (LEST 113) taught by registered for LEST113andhad received there are students here at Trinity who tution thatfigb,ts/orits students or against
a visiting Professor, Judge Thomas Smith. an "F" in the course.
don't attend classes and use their peti- them? I don't know. 1 do know that as a
, J. h^iearned^ that
d f siting, ,,aut of black student, this situation has, unf orclass was already 1
._ $0m*i&mpi:r info this
I argued that I had not received any endless realm of" doubt, knowing that
At the recommendation of a friend, registered for thecourse at all. I never
I went to the head of the History depart- received Judge Smith's permission and I warning because I had not yet received a justice really only comes to those who
ment to see Professor Andrew Gold, hop- definitely didn't get his signature. I had mailbox. Again, I was a late arrival. If can afford it.
ing that he would sympathize with my not attended a single class nor take an one was mailed to me later in the semesAs my history dictates, I may
transfer situation and, at the very least, exam or quiz. I had no idea, all semester, ter, after September, I certainly had no struggle and I may fight, but what will I
help me to avoid paying the late $50 that I was, supposedly, registered. This recollection of receiving it. I also told her truly achieve? This is clearly a misunwas clearly a misunderstanding that I that I was not able to deal with this last derstanding that I am fightingto get reregistration fee.
Mr. Gold was understanding and had hoped could be easily taken care of. semester simply because I had not learned solved. I am hoping that if this college is
The registration office told me that of it until January. My report card was this reputable, top-notch, caring instituexplained to me that Judge Smith is person who really should make the decision in order for the "F" to not appear on my held back by Students' Accounts.
tion that it claims to be in catalogs and
Finally, as my other grades testify, I spoken about by others, hopefully they
about admitting me into his course. Af- transcript and for the course not to apter all, he is the professor of the course pear as a withdrawal, I had to draft a am clearly a hard working student and in will not make the same mistakes as so
and it already had begun. To avoid a late written petition and submit it to the Aca- no way is this a dishonest attempt to, many educational ins titudonshavemade
fee and, as he put it, "keep this option demic Affairs Committee. As told, I wrote have my transcript unfairly changed. 1 throughout his tory.
Don't ignore me.
the letter and submitted it with a copy of simply want this "F" removed before I
alive for me," he wrote this letter:
my regis tration form (unsigned by Judge
Smith) and the copy of Professor Gold's
September 8,1993
letter. To my surprise, a few weeks later,
Nancy—
my petition was denied.
I was angry and contacted my famThis note signifies my permission
To the Editor:
lege, .
I am, sure that Trinity's professors
An Exclusive Tripod Telephone Survey...
I have been a. student here at Trin- - and the administration are proud that
ityforthepast two years. 1 also read The this is oneofthe few colleges that offer
Trinity Tripod regularly. Over the past
two years I have read very few articles
about IDP (Individualized Degree Pro- persons returning to college. Yet, by
Do You Intend To Vote In The Upcoming SGA Election?
gram). The most recent one I can re- leading T7ie Trinity Tripod, one would
member, wa&by the Assistant Director, nfjver know that the IDP is a very dyNo - 31.5%
Yes - 68.5%
Di'nise Gust. Shi1 was responding to lhi> [•ltimicorganismwithintht:Trinilvcomfact that the IDP Office was moved miinity. 'Ihe Yripod should cover
For President, Who Would You Vote For?
from one location to another and there fiinity's events and activities if not all
was. no mention of it in The Tripod ot the lime, al least some ot llir> tjmo.
25.5%
Elizabeth Platt
There aic many othur activities, and PJj' JS a functioning paitof the bodj of
Paul Wasserman 05.2%
events that go unmcnlioned by f/w Tri Trinity. 77IL'7 r:/ Wsedilorial staff must
pod. I believe that the IDP students adhere to this flaw in their reporting
02.0%
Write-in
make up a significant patt of the Trinity sttivities
65.3%
Undecided
communitt ami should be thus rccogI hope thai IDP student* would
02.0%
Don't Care
ni/cd. 1'rinilv's 1991 valedictorian was i,ike the opportunity to be part of the
an IDP student
FAI I. LDHOKIALSI AH'." AceoidTlw Hnrtft'rd Cournni, in a recent ing to the Iate*t edition of I'm Trlpjd,
For Vice President, Who Would'You Vote For?
study, pointed out that more that "V elections .ire only a few weeks away,
Jonathan Epstein 21.5%
percent ot Connecticut's college stu- ivd meetings are Tuesday nights at
. O I'M in Vie Tripod office. T'his may
15.3%
Vincent Mase
dents) arc not within the traditional age SH
re
the ONT.Y WAY for the IDP to Ke"t
of
18-24.
Therefore,
themajority
or
12.2%
Maxine Skaggs
put .sons attending cullcgoaLthepruseitt ximc RECOGNITION.
00.0%
Write-In
time are in the "nontradirional" age
49.0%
Sincoiely,
group. Trinity's 11)1' offers persons like
Undecided
myself
an
opportunity
to
return
to
colAlthea Allison'96, JOl'
02.0%
Don't Care

Tripod Ignoring IDFs

Who Will Lead TTie SGA?
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Students Participate In
Annual Hunger Cleanup
BY JULIE DUNN
News Writer

working with residents to improve Hartford neighborhoods), the National Student Campaign Against Hunger and
On Saturday, April 16, students from Homelessness, and IDEX (the InternaTrinity participated in the Tenth Annual tional Development Exchange). FollowHunger Cleanup.
ing the Cleanup there was a press conferAbout twenty five Trinity volun- ence held at Timothy's Restaurant at
teers came as well as students from Uni- which the Mayor of Hartford, Mike Peversity of Connecticut. The students ters, and Trinity's President Painter
worked in the Charter Oaks and Frog spoke. Despite the inclement weather,
Hollow areasalongsideresidentsof those
respective communities and with mem- Students mere sponsored by
bers of the HART organization. Volunteers completed several tasks including family and friends for the
painting the basement of the New Testahours they worked and
ment Tabernacle Church, preparing a
Frog Hollow garden for spring planting, along with donations from
picking up trash and debris from the
Behind the Rocks area, and cleaning up alumni and local busisome streets and abandoned buildings nesses, over eight hundred
in Frog Hollow.
dollars was raised.
Students were sponsored by family
and friends for the hours they worked
and along with donations from alumni the Hunger Cleanup was a great success
and local businesses, over eight hundred in terms of the work that was accomdollars was raised. The money will be plished and the positive interaction the
divided between three organizations: occurred between Trinity and the surHART (a local organization dedicated to rounding communities.

Reduce
Recycle
•>

v
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The company that is doing the
Mather Hall construction has hired a
security guard to watch over the construction site. The guard is independently hired and is neither a Campus
Safety officer nor a Hartford Police Officer.

Prospectives
During the first part of the week,
admitted members of the class of 1998
visited the campus. Over the weekend,
high school Juniors visited the College
as part of the "sons/daughters of faculty/alumni" prospective weekend.

Parent Directors
Last weekend, the Parent Directors
were on campus for a biannual meeting.
Over 100 Parent Directors attended the
events which included a Friday night
cocktail party with President Painter.
On Saturday, a business meeting was
held.

Students Participate In Rally
continued from page 1

Sunny Asghar '94, and Jennifer Ingersoll
'94 took the stand and spoke. According
to Picott they were chosen to speak because, "they are active people who we
thought would be very good at pulling
the attention of the crowd."
The three women spoke about unity,
which has been the theme of the week.
Each of them spoke about what unity
meant to them, according to Picott. After, the rally turned to an open mike
which only a few people spoke in.
Picott said, "very few came up...
(we) eventually decided to light candles,
(this) salvaged the rally.
Denise
(Burgher) suggested that we remember
friends and ourselves, friends were mentioned of those who had been sexually
assaulted...( It was a ) nice wrap up."
Throughout the week Picott said
that they tried to create programs that

would be non threatening and welcome
to men. On Tuesday they sponsored a
speaker called, "The Football Feminist",
on Wednesday there was a panel discussion with faculty, and on Thursday Dean
Winer, Eve Eden, and Marty Trial spoke
in McCook. Picott said that she was
pretty pleased with the attendance at
these events
to say that in the past the rally has
been a very emotional time with people
often explaining personal accounts for
the first time. This emotion was absent
from the rally this year.
"(I was) disappointed with the lack
of attention by The Tripod, Deans, faculty
and new president," said Picott, "if s telling of how serious people think thisproblem is- on campus. In the past, deans,
faculty, and The Tripod, have been present
at the event. Three news stations from
the Hartford area covered the rally.
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Oneof these"lip-speed, high-performance
machines can be yours for low monthly payments.
The other one is just here forlooks.

Uimborgbinl Diablo Wirilh leather interior, cool wheels
undu really, really, really fiisl i'liginv.

Riglit now, when you qualify for the Apple Computer Loan, you could pay as little
as |33" a month fora PowerMacintosh'" It's one of the i | j w w | « » « Y W
fastest, most powerful personal 'computers ever. Which IM«liMiMly«iMi«»ft^
means you'll have the ahility to run high-performance programs like statistical

I'ouw Macintosh 6100/60 8/160 will) tin Apple Color
Plus 14"'Display, an Ajiple Extended'KeyboardIImidmoii.se.

analysis, simulations, video editing and much more. Without wasting time. If you'd
' ' ' ( e further information on Power Macintosh, visit
your Apple Campus Reseller. You're

d

sure to find a dream machine thatS well within your budget,

For further information visit the Computer Store
in the MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
l
y
{
y
A
^
^
^
Trki'ffluflwtff/fm/r/tihwtreJxttt'dothilftlw
J9
)4. Computersystemprices, monthlypaymentsditdlaaii ammntsnmy twv, Setl l
ytiur Apjilf (jnnpus lit'svflir for curmU prices. A 5,5% loan arigimitiuu fee will he iithfcd fo the mfitested Ivtm mnount. The interest rate is mricthle. basedon the citunnercial paper rule plus 5J5"i,. For Ik- (month
uj
li'bnuny.
l
)
)<f. the• ifitmvt rate um iS'.54%. irith cm Al'R uf 10,14%. X-xvarltutn term with no
pn-pitynifnt pi'ititily. The monthly paymi'Ul dunht (mrtnws no tk'fi'nwul uj'fmndpui or 'mteml (rfefi'mmtf trill dutiifiuyaur monthly payments). The Apple Computer Loiin is subject to credit appwrdl. ©l )()-4 Apple Omifmter. inc. All rights merred. Apple (tint tk1 Apple logo an' registered tuulvnuirh of Apple
C.'oni/nik'i: Inc. Power Mmvilash is u twdwwri' of Apple Computer. Inc. .
•'
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Honor Code Proposed
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Writer

Last Tuesday, at the faculty meeting, an honor code was proposed. Although it has not been passed yet, the
honor code is on its way. When passed,
it will serve as a parallel between the
expectations of faculty and the standards
by which students will be judged. The
idea for the honor code was brought to
the Academic Affairs Committee by students a year ago and is still under revision.
The thirteen members of the Academic Affairs Committee, which includes

make it clear to students that this kind of
cheating will not be tolerated.
Students involved in the conception
of the honor code felt that the guidelines
for what Trinity found to be unacceptable academically needed to be made
clear, and that the faculty and the students needed a policy from which to
operate.
Dean Winer, Dean of Students,
stated, "The aspect of the code that I like
most as Dean of Students, is number one
that it was initiated by students. And
number two, I took it as something which
eventuallystudentsand faculty can agree
upon, and work together for a common

"The aspect of the code that I like most as Dean of students, is number one that it was initiated by students/
—Dean of Students, David Winer
three students, believe that the code will
help to alleviate the grey area in students'understanding of whatis expected
of them in terms of academic honesty.
The code will become part of the matriculation oath which all new students
and incoming freshmen must take.
Guidelines for violation of the code will
be given to students in the handbook, in
order to eliminate confusion.
The honor code is still under revision. It mainly discusses issues of academic honesty, plagiarism and cheating.
The code will als6 be helpful to faculty
who endeavor to make it clear to students that each individual must be responsible for his or her own work. For
example, it is not acceptable for students
to collaborate on their projects and homework unless they have permission to do
so. It is hoped that the honor code will

goal, which is a big part of what academic life is."
Concern has arisen that the punishment should fit the crime in cases when
the honor code is violated. The honor
code will act as a guide line for punishment, however, each case would be examined individually.
The honor code will be re-evaluated
by the academic affairs committee a week
from Wednesday and hopefully the end
result of revisions will be a clear policy
which will act as a criterion, for students
and faculty, of acceptable academic behavior.
Those who have been working on
the code hope that it will alleviate confusion among students and faculty, eventually leading to just policies which will
benefit everyone in the academic community.

Food Service Director
Abruptly Replaced
continued from page 1

ing hall that they did not like. Some
students were vehement about the condition of the recent Marriot service. The
regional office decided that it would be
best if a change were made in manage-

similar position at Wesleyan University, and also at Trinity Pawling School,
a boys prep school. He also has a culinary degree.
Mr. Small says thathe is eager to get
to work at his new position here at Trin-

"I'm looking forward to this opportunity. Trinity
means a lot to me. I know a lot of the Associate Directors. I want to take care of their needs as well as the
needs of the students."
—Jon Small, Director of Marriot Food Services
ment at Trinity. Mr. Small was selected
to take over Mr. Sharma's position.
Mr. Small has had nine years of
experience with the Marriot corpora:
tion. He was recently the Director of
Marketing and Accounts for the district. This position had him working in
the Hartford area as well as in New
York. He has previously been the Food
Service Director at Keene State College
in New Hampshire as well as at the
University of Bridgeport. He held a

ity. "I'm looking forward to this opportunity," he said. "Trinity means a lot to
me. I know a lot of the Associate Directors. I want to take care of their needs as
well as the needs of the students." Mr.
Small and Mr. Epstein met to discuss
Trinity's needs as well as what Marriot
finds feasible. Mr. Epstein said of the
Director, "I was pleased with his willingness to make changes. The regional
office sounded like they really wanted
to make things happen."

News Writers Needled:

STOP

The Trinity Tripod is
looking for your help!

College Crook Compendium
Security Blotter has decided to break up the monotony of simply reporting
the petty crime around campus. SB has a dedication to quality, excellence, and
unusually poor taste. Sticking with this tradition, we at SB (actually there's only
one in the we, but first person plural gives more weight to any statement) have
decided to compile a guide to put you and your stolen goods into this column.
Since Trinity College students enjoy stealing from one another far more than the
surrounding community does, SB has used this weeks misdemeanors to create
differing categories of campus crime: off-campus robberies, forced entry
campus theft, dumb enough to give your combination out and then complain
when your stuff is missing, and don't you have anything better to do with your
pitiful life then pull fire alarms. SB hopes that these four divisions will help you
to help SB report on you!?!?!

Trucks Taken
Two vehicles were broken into this past week. Between April 11 and 12, a
1989 Chevrolet S10 Blazer was stolen from the AD parking lot. The vehicle did
have The Club™ on the steering wheel, but it was found lying beside the empty
parking space, DCS-BK seems to think that the criminals removed it by cutting
out a chunk of the steering wheel and simply sliding The Club™ out. Hartford
Police have not yet been able to locate the vehicle,
Another Chevrolet truck was manhandled between April 14 and 15 in the
Anadama lot. The windows were broken and the ignition was tampered with.
The vandals did not succeed in stealing it.
This category is the toughest one to gain membership in, though those who
succeed in doing so will certainly have a greatstory to tell their grandchildren.
The problemhere is that one must hope that the neighborhood felons deem your
automobile worthy of their time. If you own some sort of utility vehicle, your
chances are actually much greater than the average Snaab owner. One must also
consider the accolades that go along with this dubious honor: not only mention
in the SB, but also insurance hassles, a really large Excedrin™ headache, and
your mom shouting that she should have never let you take the car down here
in the first people. SB wishes you luck in achieving this high standard of
victimization.
:

Lockers Looted
Two men's lockers in Ferris were forcibly broken into at the beginning of
last week. In the fixst,basketball sneakers worth$100 and a gold colored warmUQSHi|«^e v feke^T^.e. second had a walk): (with $11 and some personal

^SPpmfa S^b^^m&im^^ttp-am-tksks)

Stolen. Both had the

combination locks ripped off.
Now this honor is a bit easier to achieve. Granted one is still at the mercy
of a fellow Trinity student to chose his locker, but SB has some suggestions for
those who really want this designation. Always use a college issued lock
because, even though they can survive being shot by a bullet, a quick twist with
a screwdriver will drop these rusted hunks quickly into a thief's hand. Also,
hang expensive items where a potential thief can see them: SB suggests a
Walkman, a nice jacket, or expensive looking sneakers. Remember, the college
is not responsible for anything that is taken, so you will be on your own with this
one. Just remember: if you really want this honor, it can be done.

Dorm Dislodgings
Thieving from your acquaintances continues to be a top extracurricular
activity on campus. A Northam room was entered on April 13. A jewelry box
with various pieces of jewelry and a Mastercard were both pilfered. The crook
was kind enough to leave other valuables behind, There was no sign of forced
entry so the thief must have known the combination.
Selected parts were liberated from abicycle in High Rise on April 16. The
bike was chained to the seventh floor stairwell so only the seat, seat post, and
back tire were taken.
This plight is one that anyone can aspire to. The easiest route is to give your
room combination to either a total stranger, a person who soon comes to loath
your very existence, or simply leave your door open while you stroll along the
Quad. SB has seen many of these this semester and is confident that Trinity
students will continue to be victimized in this manner even without its helpful
hints.

Jarvis Jerking
As is always the case, the easiest is saved for last. A shunt was pulled at 10
p.m. Friday night in Jarvis D. There was neither smoke nor fire, but only
drunken pranksters lacking direction in their weekend. The brain trust that felt
compelled to engage in this unoriginal activity proudly maintained a collegiate
tradition - forcing the entire dorm outside so that everyone could watch while
campus safety and the Hartford Fire Department search for the origin of the
false alarm, Kudos to the misfits who thought of this one, and hopefully, they
remember that a hefty fine might be forthcoming for the entire dorm.
Good luck to all who want their crime in SB!

If you would like to write
news stories, call
If

PMSS^MiiS^
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CANDIDATES FOR
PRESIDENT
ELIZABETH M.
PLATT '95
dential Search Committee;" and "having

SGA History: Has been an SGA
senator since September 1993. Upon first
meeting, Platt was elected; Secretary of:
the Senate for which her responsibilities
included constructing the minutes, taking attendance, member of the PR committee, and serving on the steering boa rd;
In addition, Platt has served on the
budget committee since September,
served on a faculty committee regarding
academic affairs. In January, Piatt was
elected Vice President of the SGA. Her
responsibilities have included being in
charge of the committee chairpersons,
organizing weekly meetings of the committee chairs, helping to set the agenda,
and overseeing the senators and the secretary.
Why I want to be SGA President:
"SGA has a lot of potential that needs to
be actualized." After complaining about
SGA her entire freshman and sophomore
years, Platt "realized [she was] complaining and not doing anything." She wants
to work "from the 'inside' to change
things" and provide a "fresh outlook."
Weaknesses of SGA: Parliamentary Procedure. Platt wants to use
"enough parliamentary procedure to
keep order and prevent chaos, but not so
itlimits productivity." Anotherproblem
is that "people don't utilize SGA." Platt
thinks that the representatives should be
encouraged to discuss issues with their
hall mates, and SGA should hold "study
breaksevery month or every othervreeV
Student empowerment is "having
student government to moti vate the student body;" "getting seats on the Presi-

PAUL WASSERMAN
'95
affect us."

SGA History: SGA member since
[the student] voice be heard when they September 1991. "I have served on the
SGA and trustee, faculty, and adminisfight-for [w;hatthey,want]." , , ,-.,
. Greeks: "They're a huge part of trative committees and have seen the suc->
social life, and there's a lot of support cesses and failures of the present system
from the student; body. Regardless of of student government. For these rea-

whether they stay or leave, there need to
be social alternatives."
Tenure and Rehiring of Faculty:
"Students should have a voice. We're
the ones in classes and we see how the
teachers teach."
Open/Closed Campus: Open.
"Trinity would in many ways 'die' if we
were closed." ...
'
' ,. .v
Issues which face the next year:
"More voice with faculty and administration, and making sure we have a say."

sons I feel I am adequately qualified to
serve as president of a New SGA for the
upcoming academic year."
Goals: "I will be living at Trinity
over the summer, and if elected, will
begin in June to rectify the structure of
student to faulty, trustee and administration communication and also the student to student communication so that
we as students can work as a more informed, cohesive, and sovereign unit on
issues that both directly and indirectly

Weaknesses of SGA: "[Weneed] to
rectify the existing [government]>• The
problem is notwith the leaders, it is with
the system. . . , • "... . ;
"Students, faculty, and administration alike have been frustrated by a system whpse main errors lie in a sever lack
of communication and information. The
faculty complains that the students are
apathetic, and from their vantage point
they are correct. But what they don't see
is that from our side, for example, a vote
is cast by the faculty of with which we
disagree but since the vote has been taken
it is already too late. We were not informed of the vote; we had no influence,
"They, the faculty, administration,
and trustees, know everything about us,
but we know little about them. This
must change especially if the Strategic
Plan wants an increased interaction between faculty and students."
Greeks: Pi Kappa Alpha brother.
Open/Closed Campus: Open.
Issues which face the next year:
"the sororities and fraternities, banning
of kegs, and non-socially related concerns such as an honor code, and even
the hiring and tenuring of faculty."
"These issues directly affect students
yet our input, although heard, has seemingly been ignored. With the implementation of the Strategic Plan students are
supposedly 'receiving' a,greater voice,
however it is my fear that this voice will
continue to be disregarded by a majority
of the faculty, administration, and trustees."

BUDGET COMMITTEEAT-LARGE
KELLY COLLIS '96

SGA History: None.
Goals: "I want to make sure
that everyone gets what they want
within the budget and the money is
utilized well... I want to get involved,
and this is a good chance for me
to get involved."
Weaknesses of SGABC:
More "people need to get involved. At Trinity, as far as my
two years, there has definitely
been a lack of student empowerment There have only been a few
people running things."
Funding for new student
groups: Slush fund.

MONETHA HARRIS '96

SGA History: None.
Goals: "I didn't see any minority representa1 o ••«»n Ine committee. Things are going on which
1
- and we're not really a part of it." Harris
11 •-1 iiat she "still [has] to learn about the [budL] process" but looks forward to the challenge.
Weaknesses of SGABC: Lack of "minority
eplantation." "People are going to be unfar
miliar with the new system [and the budget committee is responsible to facilitate
the process to ensure smoothing rundng]."
Funding for new student groups:
-j
N
ew organizations don't have any money
ui lands." Harris likes one-time allocation of
money for new student groups.

KATHERINE MITCHELL '95

SGA History: Member of Budget Committee, for
the Spring semester of 1994. "We rewrote the budget
manual, and went through the Spring Budget Allocation Process."
Goals: "I would like to change the allocation
process, in terms of the format of the budget requests—
as they are now, they are too difficult to understand. I
would also like to see that the Budget and the Budget
Committee are more accessible to the student body."
Weaknesses of SGABC: "I don't feel that all
students take advantage of the Student Activities
Fund(SAF)."
-•
Funding for new student groups: "I am excited
about our new process where any student group with a
great idea can form and petition for immediate funding
for their event."

A reminder thai the Student Government Association (SGA) elections will be held Wednesday, April 20,1994. Positions which are being voted upon include one (1) President, one
(1) Executive Vice President, three (3) At~large Budget ConMittee Members, andfourteen (14.) At-Large Senate Members. For more information, consult your SGA representatives.
Photographs taken hy Kelly Collis '$6. Interviews condveted and compiled by Annemarie Peil '96.
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SGA ELECTIONS
VICE PRESIDENT
JONATHAN EPSTEIN'97
SGA History: Senator since September 1993. Chair of Food Committee,
member of Housing Committee, and
member of Faculty Curriculum Committee.
Why I Want to Be SGA Vice President: "I feel that change needs to be
instituted. Granted I'm a freshman, but I
have been very vocal." Epstein would
like to see the "mandatory issuing of
committee reports and oral reports [to
the SGA]."
"You don't put yourself before the
students' [interest]," Epstein feels he is
"a person who will bring about the necessary change. I am a candidate who will
not stand for status quo."

Weaknesses of SGA: Currently, it
is "an ineffective process, where 'intellectual discourse' is discouraged." Communication is a problem/ too. "Students
don't feel like they're represented be-

cause they don't know whether they are
or not."
Student empowerment is "when
students ask something of the trustees,
they are not ignored; when students ask
something of the administration, they
are not ignored; when students ask something of the faculty, they are not ignored,
[and] the decency and respect to say,
'Ya'll are the student government, here,
you make the decisions on your lives.'
We [the students] know what's best for
us."
Greeks: "Strongly in support of
Greeks... We can't expect TCAC to be the
only viable option for social activities."
Tenure and Rehiring of Professors:
"This is definitely an issue of student
empowerment... I can't believe we have
no say at all — there are students here
who love these teachers who are not
being rehired or receiving tenure."
Security: Epstein stressed that Campus Safety officers should not be armed.
"We're in an urban area. We can't be
having gun shots going off. A random'
bullet isn't random."
Open/Closed Campus: Open.
"That's part of being in a city... The
Neighborhood Posse benefits not only
Trinity, but the community. A school
cannot be a great school until the community around it is a great community."
Duties of the Vice President: "To
ensure smoDtih. and efficient running of
SGA."
Issues SGA will face next yean
The future of Greek life, whether kegs
should remain in dormitories, how to
facilitate "the smooth and efficient running of SGA," and those concerns already addressed by current SGA committees.

MAXINE SKAGGS '95
SGA History: Elected senator atlarge in January 1994. Member of Housing and Mather Bookstore Committees.
Why I want to be Vice President of
SGA: "I've been wanting to do more
things for the College and get involved.
[As Vice President] I can see things get
done... [I can] work with people from all
sides [of the issues]." Also, "I would like
to let them [the student body] know what
[SGA is] doing."
Weaknesses of SGA: "Not many
people ran for. the last election. More
people should be involved. [We need]
more communication. [The SGA process
needs to be] smoother and faster. The
minutes should continue to be blown up
[and tacked outside of the post office]."
Another idea is to hold a "town meeting
— an information and question session,
where SGA members and administrators can let people know what's going
on."
Student empowerment is "students
taking an active role in decisions that
affect them, academic or social."

>*•
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VINCENT I. MASE, JR. '95
SGA History: Has been involved
for three years, since freshman year. First
year, was a class representative, and participated on faculty meeting of the General Education Committee (GEC). Second year, was Medical Affairs Committee Chair, where he met with the infirmary to express the interests of the student body. This year, Mase is Chair of
the Student Athletic Committee.
Why I want to be Vice President of
SGA: "I've been on SGA for three years,
and [worked] on an ad-h6c committee
for the Strategic Plan. [The Vice President needs to] make sure there is a vehicle for SGA to get things accomplished...
I feel completely qualified."

Weaknesses of SG At Lack of communication, both inside and outside of
SGA. One way to strengthen this weakness is by "getting the right people oh the
right committees."
Student empowerment; "I would

not go in with a view of what student
empowerment is. My job [as Vice President] is to define student empowerment
in terms of working definitions in the
interest of the student body [as articulated by the student body]."
Greeks: Alpha Chi Rho brother.
"They should be here."
Tenure and Rehiring of Prof essors:
From the A&P Committee's point of view,
"we [the students] can't judge a
professor's work from a scholarly point
of view," while, from a student's perspective, "A&P can't sitin the classroom
and get a student perspective." Mase
contends that each are fair comments.
Further, he admits that "trying to get a
person on there [the A&P Committee] is
probably very difficult." But still, Mase
feels that there needs to be "a decent
amount of input [from the students] besides the evaluations at the end of the
year."
Security: "I would be happy if the
cameras started working again.,. Campus Safety shouldn't have guns; that
wouldn't make campus safer."
Open/Closed Campus: Open.
Duties of Vice President: "Hold
weekly meetings between committee
heads. Morale — it might sound corny,
but getting people excited about SGA
within SGA." Facilitate relationships
between "upper management — things
, run a lot smoother when everyone gets
along." And the Presidentand Vice President will address problems as they come
up.
Issues SG A will face next year. Student empowerment, honor code, working with SSAC on new constitution, electing members at large. "[If elected, I will]
get together with students elected atlarge to get the agenda off the bat."

AT-LARGE SENATORS

*****

Greeks: They "should be allowed
to be here... and should not go coed."
Tenure and Rehiringof Professors:
Students should have "more of a voice"
as they "know a lot about [their professors' abilities to teach]."
Security: "Campus Safety has done
a reasonable job."
Open/Closed Campus: Open.
Duties of Vice President: "Be there
in case anything happens to the president; oversee the committee chairs —
after all, the committees run SGA; and to
take an active part in SGA."

DAWN M. FANCHER '97
BRIAN T. HAREL'96
MONETHA I. HARRIS '96
AARON S. JACOBS '97
ELIZABETH MCFARLAN '96
GILLIAN R. MUELLER '97
KERRI A. MULLEN '97
TARYN H. SHUHY '97
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Conversation And Food Mark Mongolian Experience
BY PATRICK GINGRAS
Metro-Hartford Editor

With the school year winding down,
and with nice weather approaching, Trinity students often find themselves hungry for companionship and, of course,
good food. Two such people are Junior
Ryel Kestenbaum and Freshman Kate

McCabe. We sent them out to Mongolian Wok on New Britain Avenue (next
to Blockbuster and IHOP) last week, and
they certainly enjoyed themselves to the
full $40 limit allowed by The Tripod.
Mongolian Wok is a place that
seemed to be a favorite spot for Trin
students when it was first created about
two years ago, but one just does not hear

of anyone else going there nowadays.
Personally, I think it was a crime that
Tony Roma's ("The Place For Ribs")
closed up shop at this location about four
years ago, but Mongolian Wok has made
up for Tony Roma's absence. In any case,
let's let Ryel and Kate take over.
Kate: I chose the honey chicken for
my main course. It was served with

conversation, however as few and far
between as they were, you could hear
everyone else's conversations. There was
light background music and I swear I
heard Ace of Base's "I Saw the Sign"
playing—but I could be wrong. Overall,
it was pleasant.
Ryel: The ambience was somewhat
lacking, due to the sparse attendance,
and the background music was barely
audible. Despite this, the restaurant was
tastefully decorated, with carefully selected grays and an odd choice of neon
green and pink.
Be prepared to speak clearly and
distinctly, as the waiters know little, if
any, English. Our waiter, Lam, seemed
uncomfortable in his green bowtie, although I will say that we received what

It wasn't very crowded, so
if there was a lull in our
conversation, however as
few and far between as they
were, you could hear everyone else's conversations.

Junior Ryel Kestenbaum and Freshman Kate McCabe greet each other in the Cave last Wednesday
before leaving for Mongolian Wok and some enlightening dialogue.

(CATHERINE MITCHELL

onions, red peppers, green peppers, and
pineapple chunks. It was quite good.
Included on the platter was an elegant
flower made with fluorescent pink radishes. It recreated the Mongolian anting
experience, making the selection all the
more favorable.
As a side dish, I ordered pork fried
rice. Aside from the fact that the green

Movies
SHOWCASE CINEMAS, EAST HARTFORD
Serial Mom
Major League 2
Above the Rim
Mighty Ducks 2
The Paper
Cops and Robbersons
Schindler's List
Threesome
White Fang II
On Deadly Ground
Naked Gun 33 1/3
Surviving The Game

7:25 & 9:35
7:00 & 9:20
7:15 & 9:35
7:45 & 9:55
7:05 & 9:25
7:10 & 9:15
8:00
7:35 & 9:45
7:30 & 9:40
7:50 & 10:00
7:55 & 10:05
7:40 & 9:50

Take 1-84 East to Exit,58 (Silver Lane)

568-8810

we had ordered, which was nice. On a
side note, I noticed that the silverware'
didn't match.
Kate: Naturally, we discussed the
usual topics—where we're from, how
we like Trinity, our class schedules, and
theGreeksystem. But then we moved on
to more interesting subjects, such as the
rise of African sex and mutilation cults
and what effects they will have on our
society and, more specifically, Trinity (if
they transcend the Atlantic). Then we
discussed lighter topics, such as my
spring vacation on the exotic Brazilian
island of Kawanga. I described the beauty
and mysticism of the crystal-clear waters
and the special tropical fish that swim
right up to you as if they are asking for
food. I recommended that Ryel vacation
there himself. Trie conversation flowed
and was very interesting. It was a plea-

Blind Date
RestaurantDsview
peas were shriveled and I had to extract
thembefore I ate a fork-full, it was good.
Ryel: I selected the sizzling beef pot,
which was indeed sizzling, and it was
served in a pot. There was a lot of syrup
covering the beef and vegetables, which
provided the perfect balance of texture,
taste, and that certain je ne sais quois
reminiscent of the alleyways of Vlaan
Bator, Mongolia. In addition to beef, I
complemented my meal with chicken
fried rice. This was basically a simple
dish that didn't really light my spark
plugs.
Please note that an adequate ID is
necessary when ordering alcoholic beverages, as I got negged, which proved to

sure having dinner with Ryel.
Ryel: In the first several minutes,
we quickly covered the basic topics
(Greeks, Spring Break, no jobs, Trinity,
and so on). Then the conversa tion picked
up, as we discussed the ins and outs of
the famous Bunga, the sex cult from Zimbabwe. When Kate mentioned that she
was a member of such a cult, I was somewhat taken aback, but soon regained my
composure. I responded by saying that
secret organizations were cool, because
you could do stuff secretly.
All in all, I thoroughly enjoyed the
company and the conversation, and Kate
proved to be a compatible companion. I
will say that I was somewhat nervous at

Then the conversation picked up, as we discussed the ins
and outs of the famous Bunga, the sex cult from Zimbabwe. When Kate mentioned that she was a member of
such a cult, I was somewhat taken aback, but soon regained my composure.
be an embarrassing state of affairs. Be
conservative when ordering, as we ended
up with an attractive brown paper bag
holding approximately 60% of our meal.
Kate: It appeared that our waiter,
Lam, had difficulty speaking our lan. guage, therefore it was necessary for us
to repeat our orders. But, his effort to
accommodate us was appreciated. Service was prompt and efficient. The ambience was pleasant. It wasn't very
crowded, so if there was a lull in our

first, but Kate's easygoing personality
put my jitters to rest. This blind date
thing is cool, and if you get the chance,
check it out.
So, there you have it. A great time
was had by our couple, even though the
company seemed better than the food.
They spent a grand total, all-inclusive, of
$40. So, try Mongolian Wok. Supposedly, they have a great all-you-can-eat
buffetwhere they cook your food infront
of you.
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lour Weddings A Real Winner, Say Critics
BY BETH FENWICK &
ELLEN SCORDINO
Metro-Hartford Movie Critics

this movie. It was one joke after another.
But yet it was very realis tic. It was like a
Sienfeld show, but at a wedding with
slightly different characters. And then
BETH: The movie this week at Four there is the funeral amidst the four wedCorners is "Four Weddings and a Fu- dings. That is certainly not funny. Yet,
neral," starring Hugh Grant and Andie the words spoken about the deceased
McDowell. Pertinent to this film is a very person made me laugh hysterically and

magnificent parties, a maudlin event
marked by despair and a dynamic, twisting climax.
The weddings are events of reunion
and they provide the grounds for meeting new people. The guests are always
the same and the viewer learns something new about each character as the people are present, with different clothes
movie follows them through these fan- and different expressions but with basiAlthough we students here at Trinity may not be thinking tastic and strange parties..
cally the same overwhelming feelings.
It is the single crowd, a group of
Grant plays a character simiabout this question, those fresh out of college or part of the friends, that the movie focuses on. The lar toHugh
Melrose's Billy, the man with just
audience is compelled to feel the distress enough boyish qualities to accentuate
thirty-something crowd may be.
of always being the guest at weddings his charm and Andie MacDowell's the
basic, yet realistic question, "Will I ever then practically cry, too. I think what and never the bride or groom. It is fright- young, visiting American with irresistmarry?" Although we students here at was so great about this film is that it has
Trinity may not be thinking about this the perfect dose of humor.
question, those fresh out of college or
I give this flick a definite green light. The audience is compelled to feel the distress of always
part of the thirty-something crowd may We traveled to Cinema City to see it. being the guest at weddings and never the bride or groom.
be. But, of course, I am not paid to write Perhaps it will not make Showcase Cina philosophical social commentary. No, emas, but that cannotbe due to quality. It ening to realize that there comes a stage ible charm. The romance between the
my job is to tell the wild and crazy fresh- is a British film, without the Hollywood in people's lives when they are so des- two is magnificent and confusing.
men and underclassmen about a recently touch or influence, and perhaps that is perate to get married that they settle for
The rest of the cast was also amazreleased film. Back to my point. My the reason it is not hitting the big the- a spouse. This movie portrays this exact ing. There were a number of exceptional
point is that this question is fairly signifi- aters. But it is definitely up there with the experience and although it makes light characters whose faces and personalities
cant and, especially so if you have not best of the "romantic comedies." Do not of it through its naive humor, it shows kept the movie enlightening.
met that "special someone." Of course, wait for this one to come out in the com- that it is very real.
There was always a giggle in the
this is a pretty deep topic and could get edy section of Blockbuster!!
The funeral comes into the movie audience and never a dull, unmoving
depressing, but that is where this movie
ELLEN: Mike NeweU's "Four Wed- and sheds light on the similarities be- moment. The audience for this film is allsaves it, with its genuine, undying, and dings and a Funeral" portrays the trials tween funerals and weddings. The same inclusive and I give it a solid green light.
sometimes satirical humor.
and triumphs of the twenty something
I felt like I laughed my way through age. It takes its viewers through three

Movie
Review

Does Connecticut/s Future
Small Debates On Small Lie In Casinos & Gambling?

Issues Dominate State
Legislature This Week
BY JOHN PRENDERGAST
Metro-Hartford Political Writer

This week at the Capitol was one of
action on small and relatively unimportant pieces of legislation, and utter inaction on the large and still pressing matters that face the Assembly. Though the
Legislature was in session several days
this week, the only bills that came up on
the calendar were those that required
very little debate or argument. On these
smaller bills, the state representative who

state health care plan,bef ore Clinton does
so at the national level, has not even been
heard of since the seven-hour Committee o"fPaMi<*iFtetlth's hearing afewweeks
ago.
Clearly, since this is an election year
for every elected official who works in
the Capitol or Legislative Office Building, everyone wants to get involved in
legislation that is not controversial and
that will help their own districts. Everyone wants to have the appearance of
being frantically busy with matters that

Clearly, since this is an election year for every elected
official who works in the Capitol or Legislative Office
Building, everyone wants to get involved in legislation
that is not controversial and that will help their own
districts.
drafted the legislation would explain
what the bill did, how much it cost, and
then the rest of the Assembly would
quickly adopt it. Debate on most pieces
of legislation this week took a mere two
or three minutes. A tremendous package
of bills adopted by the House was sent to
the Senate last Thursday morning, and it
is expected that the Senate will adopt all
or most of these without amendment.
So while the Assembly is hard at
work on certain legislation, they seem to
be avoiding the important issues of the
session thatwere talked aboutin January
and February. The adjustment of the
voter-approved state spending cap to
exclude Federal aid has not come anywhere near the House floor. This alteration of the spending cap was and is
predicted to be the most important package of legislation passed during this session. Accordingly, the House Democratic
leadership has already drafted legislation to affect the cap, but legislators seem
reluctant to face the battle they know
may be coming from the House Republicans. Gun control legislation, whichmany
representatives talked about introducing at the beginning of the session, has
not yet cleared the Judiciary Committee.
And an attempt to unify Connecticut's

will help the public goods in a specific
time-frame. And everyone wants to be
able to show their home towns how much
they have done for them in the past two
years, But in this election-year public
relations race, the issues that many legislators labeled as "the big ones" at the
beginning of the session are being ignored. To be quite sure, according to the .
great political theorist David Mayhew,
this is perfectly normal behavior for an
elected official. While constituents express a concern with "big issues," they
are still mainly concerned with the issues
that affect them directly. Thus, politicians have to pay attention to these concerns in order to get re-elected.
All of the big issues like the state
spending cap, gun'control and a state
health care plan are waiting to be acted
upon, and currently, few representatives
seem to care. With a session that ends on
May 4, the state legislators may be pulling a few "all-nighters" to get something
tangible on the books by the end of the
session. However, while the legislature
as a whole might look ineffective to the
state for failing to act on the aforementioned initiatives, each individual legislator will look effective if he or she can
deliver bacon to his or her constituents.

BYJAYSARZEN
Metro-Hartford Editor

Could Connecticut become the
next state of sin? Well, that depends on
whether Donald Trump, the New York
real estate mogul, and a group of
Indians have theit way. BotH parae&v^jJjdipyAfp.expand gambling
inCorfitecticutfogobeyondFoxwoocfe
in Ledyard by bringing low-scale casinos to the state. The casinos would be
modeled after the aforementioned casino and would include countless blackjack tables.
Trump has been lobbying state
legislators for quite awhile to bring
gambling to Bridgeport, which is a severely depressed economic area in
Southwestern Connecticut. Trump,
who owns several casinos in Atlantic
City, hopes to revive this area by attracting people and money, which he
contends will improve the area. A
similar proposal by Steve Wynn,
who operates casinos in Las
Vegas, was brought before the city of Hartford
for consideration but
wasultimatelyrejected.
Trump's proposal is expected to meet a similar
fate.
However, things
look a lot rosier for the Pequots, This
small band of Indians was recently
granted tribal status by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, which allows them a
large parcel of .land to live on. Since
these Indians will not have to go
through any state regulatory boards or
bureaucracies, it is likely that they will
construct a casino resort near the city of

Waterbury. Officials for the tribe have
indicated that this project could come
to fruition within two years and that
they expect it to be even bigger than
Foxwoods, No name for the nascent
casino has been thought up as of yet,
As states like Connecticut struggle
to meet expanding deficits, Indian casinos are increasingly looked at as sources
of revenue to help erase the deficits and
bring state budgets into balance. Connecticut, after squandering
away years of budget surpluses by running huge
deficits, has reached
balance once again,
thanks in part to
Foxwoods,
which
hands a check worth $14
million to the state each
month. Originally, the soon to
be ex-Governor Lowell Weicker
wanted nothing to do with this
money, but after some time, grudgingly brokered a deal between the Indians and the state and accepted their
money.
Many other states besides Connecticut are folio wing thislead in order
to raise much-needed funds. Morally
opposed or not, it is clear that legal
gambling will be a part of many state's
revenues.

Interested lit Tlie Blind Bate
Eesta tirastt Eeview?
We have a few spots left!
' Call Fat at X3363
Jayat.xSBS®.*.

Earth Day At Trinity—A Schedule
BY VANESSA LONG
ConnPlRG Coordinator

Since the early 1970s, April 22nd
has been recognized as a day to celebrate the Earth and encourage respect for her natural resources. This
year will be no different. Trinity College will unite as a community to celebrate Earth Day. A festival, organized by ConnPlRG, will take place

tivities for the Trinity community at
large will begin. Judy Dworin's dance
ensemble and the Dance 106 class will
open the ceremonies by creating a sacred site through
their performance of Ma!.
At 3:30 p.m. Josh {Carter's Directing class will take the stage
and present a project they have
been preparing all semester, and
at 4:00 the live music will begin.

The French Club, the Indian Cultural Society, La Vox
Latina, and the Italian Society will be serving food
from their specific regions. The classes of'94, '95, '96,
and '97 are honoring the day by planting trees and
other activities.

residents of Jones Dorm are making
buttons and the members of the Elms
Community are painting faces. The
Review is hosting a poetry
contes tand the Delta Delta
Delta Sorority will be
painting the Long Walk
with chalk to add an artistic
element to the day.
ConnPlRG will have an
array of tables with information and activities around environmental issues including the unveiling of two new permanent recycling
bins to provide better recycling facilities and an interesting display of
solar powered products and ideas.
"It's exciting to see the Trinity Community come together around such
an important issue as the environment," stated Earth Day Coordinator
UrsulaNolan '97, "whatbetter day to
celebrate than Earth Day." Other
groups that are participating in the
Earth Day event are TCAC, SPLAT,

this Friday on the main quad.
RightEye Man and lOOFootGrinch will
Alarge number of clubs, Greeks, entertain the students playing hacky
and Trinity organizations will par- sac, volleyball and frisbee while enjoyticipate in an array of activities. The ing spring on the quad until 6:00 p.m..
day will beginatl:30p.m. when ComBut dance and music are not the
munity Outreach and ConnPlRG will only things that will take place on April The Tripod, TJie Ivy, Trinity Commuhost games and activities for visiting 22nd. From 3:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m., nity Child Care Center, the Trinity
children from local elementary there will be a myriad of booths, ven- Greenhouse, EROS, Trinitones, PA A,
schools, community childrenprojects, dors, food and games to help raise Hillel, the Gospel Choir, TCBWO, Uland the Trinity Child Care Center. awareness around environmental issues timate Frisbee, and Sigma Nu. There
will also be several off camHowever, 3:00 p.m. is when the fes- and the global community. The
pus vendors selling jewStudent Government Assoelry, clothing and artciation has sponsored spework from various parts
cial T-shirts designed by
ConnPlRG member, Carla Forte '97 to of the world.
commemorate Earth Day 1994. The
Don't forget to bring a mug in
French Club, the Indian Culhopes of getting beer too!
tural Society, La Voz Latina,
•O The day, if the sun deand the Italian Society will be
cides to shine, will be a day
serving food from, their speto really enjoy the beauty of
cific regions. The classes of
Nature and the glory of
'94, '95, '96, and '97 are hon' Spring. However, in case of
oring the day by planting
rain, these activities will take
trees and other activities. The
place in the Field House.
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"Green Washers"

Top 5 Misleading-Environmental Claims
.1. Mr. Coffee — The company falsely claimed in print ads that their filters are
manufactured with a new, "chlorine free process" that eliminates the release of environmentally harmful by-products associated with traditional chlorine bleaching, that the
filters are made from recycled paper, and that the paperboard packaging for the filters is
recyclable. These statements were false. There is still chlorine used in the process and the
filters are made from non-recycled page*. The paperboard which contains the filters is
capable of being recycled, but orvtv^raew collection fa3fi^e^ exist nationwide that accept
that type of paperboard for
fl
2. Nationwide lnoiMi i es, s in IUMS of Sruip 11\ ,i-F latiireinflators—Advertising
and labelling of tl i 1 n. I h\ 1 I ' i ham NiOith (. > ma compam claimed that the
product was "env I i u fi ien i v .'mil onLiined 'no L 1 < S " When in fact the product
•i. J i pi i
nl
contained HCFC-^
n s 11
3. DeMert& l
business claimed or ii ivilsi
contained chemiciI iiit .in

volatile organic compound* i \

\ - I II ji
i^ tl ii il
i i MIU b

ii n iiuctottl\LbWestchoster,Illinois
i\nuTimeiitallv safe" when the spray
I Ii Tinti of smog All Set contains the
buia^it, i&ouultine and akohol

i

4. Solar Sajles, Inc.—Solar 5>ak s,based i|g§||p Lauderdale, I lot ida f alseh claimed that
their surge suppressor redi ices eiet' i n bi' I s by 20 pet i_en I <i nd extends the life of fluorescent
tubes eight to tin times. A sin i»e s>uppi cssoi is an i_ ledi t ink device which, when connected
to the electrical system of a homo or business stops ti ansient voltage surges from travelling
through the system and damaging connected electrical items such as TVs and computers,
but it does not have the environmental benefits that Solai Sales claimed.
5. Ion Systems, In! -- I hi-. Hi rlikv t iluornia coinpan|jfiirimed that its NORAD System would rem< \ j I ' - ' M - I I ( • hr idon dcui v products in the home, said
that tests proved that the NO-RAD System reduced the user's risk of developing radonrelated lung cancer by up to 90 percent, and that the system had been tested and proven
effective by Harvard University of Public Health. These claims, carried in advertising and
promotional materials, were all untrue.

Celeb
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Earth Day's History Examined
BY CHRIS WELCH

N A

Special to 77/e Tripod

This year, on April 22, Trinity will
hold an Earth Day celebration involving participation of many of the campus organizations. The idea is to allow
the student population to enjoy themselves while at the same time promoting the cause of environmental awareness.
However, this event is hardly a
new idea. The original seed was
planted during the administration of
John F. Kennedy in the early 1960s.
Conceived by then Senator Gaylord
Nelson, the President was to take a
national tour promoting environmental awareness.
Taken in Fall 1963, the trip itself
turned out to be a failure, but the idea
remained alive within the political hi-

roots organization. Announced officially in September 1969, the first "environmental teach-in" would take place
in the spring of 1970.
What followed was truly amazing.
Rather than being an official, government sponsored event, the Earth Day

The first Earth Day was art astonishing success. It
grabbed the attention of the country and focused it on
the environment for the first time. Over twenty million people participated, coming from all ages and lifestyles.
erarchy, and six years later, the summer of 1969, Earth Day itself was conceived.
To this day, the amount of activism present on campuses and in the
cities of this nation are well-known.
Even then the power of grass-roots
movements was recognized. The
same Senator Nelson thought that if
sit-ins and rallies over such issues as
the Vietnam War and Racial equality
could be effective in reaching the public consciousness, then why couldn'l
^flAW^dhmirital sit-in or rallybe just
as persuasive?
In late summer of that same year,
a nationwide event was organized by
the governors of the fifty states and
the mayors of many major cities. At
the same time the idea was publicized
in college newspapers, which were a
major source of the realpower of grass-

one-thousand communities tookpart.
Perhaps even better than the focusing of national attention was the message sent to the politicians. The environment became an Issue, and something which could no longer be ignored in an election campaign. Previously the title of "The Environmental President" would have been an
absurdity, but no longer.
Fortunately the spirit of Earth
Day did not die out in the Spring of
1970. On its twentieth anniversary in
1990 it was revived to an even more
enthusiastic reaction. The process
that had been set in motion two decades earlier had continued to gain
momentum through the intervening
years, and as the 90s opened, Earth
Day was once again celebrated, this
time internationally.
200 million people from 141
countries took part, showing their
concern for the future of the planet,
and recognizing that the fate of the
world is not merely the concern of
one country, but of everybody. This
year, as in every year since then, Earth
Day will be celebrated. The students
of Trinity willnot be an isolated group,
but part of a global movement millions strong.

idea became much more organi
growing far beyond the expectations of its creators
and organizers.
Special offices were
opened in
Washington
to handle the
flood of support and inquiries that the
announcement had generated.
• The first Earth'Day was an astonishing success. It grabbed the attention
of the country and focused it on the
environment for the first time. Over
twenty million people participated,
coming from all ages and life-styles.
It was estimated that over
ten-thousand grade schools,
two-thousand colleges, and

Steps You Can Take
To Reduce Air Pollution
JJDODHJf

1. Buy a fuel efficient car. One of the most important steps you can take to use less fuel— and
therefore emit fewer greenhouse gases— is to buy a fuel-efficient car, van, or light truck. Urge
your local car dealer to carry fuel-efficient models. Ask your dealer for a copy of the Current
Gas Mileage Guide or write to Gas Mileage Guide, Pueblo, CO 81009,
2. Properly maintain your vehicle. Get it tuned up every five to ten thousand miles or every six
months, whichever comes first. Vehicles that are properly maintained get better gas mileage
than those that aren't. According to the EPA, the average car experiences a 5-8% fuel economy
improvement after a tune up.
3. Use alternative transportation whenever possible. Reducing personal car use may be the
single most significant step individuals can take to ease air pollution. Walk or bike for short trips
and commuting. Arrange your schedule to coordinate with bus and subway lines.
4. Support local, state and national initiatives to encourage greater vehicle fuel-efficiency and
increased mass transit funding. Many legislative initiatives supporting improved vehicle fuel
economy and increased, mass transit development have been proposed but not enacted.
Substantial increases in mass transit use and fuel economy standards are necessary to reverse
global environmental problems.
INFORMATION COURTESY OF: TICKET AMERICA, 1130 17TH STREET NW, SUITE 630, WASHINGTON DC 2(1036.
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New Pink Floyd Album Captures Band's Classic Feel
The songs themselves are individually just as good as they are collectively.
(You know, sometimes an album is good,
but the songs stink individually. Or
By all means, people should ap- maybe the album stinks as a whole, but
proach the new Pink Floyd album with a has good individual songs, kind of like
little trepidation. After all, it has been the last album we reviewed. But not this
quite awhile since their last effort, and one. It's just good.) David Gilmour and
Floyd once again does not have the ser- company take us on a nice ride that begins with a six-minute instrumental
vices of Roger Waters.
called
"Cluster One" that sets the tone
The album is called The Division Bell.
Like past album covers from Floyd, this for the album.
The third track on the disc, "Poles
photo cover is pretty visually arresting,
replete with two large heads that look as Apart," will surely become a modern
though they are mutations of Easter Is- classic because it succeeds in evoking the
land statues. But upon further reflection, feeling and tone of older albums like Vie
one sees through the illusion and real- Wall and Animals. However, it is apparizes that the album cover could be one of ent that Floyd did not simply rehash old
two things: two faces looking at each material in this effort. All the work is
other, or one face looking at you. One is extremely original; the traditional style
reminded of the witch/beautiful lady in no way hindered Pink Floyd's creative
illusion we all saw in Psych 101. The process.
liner notes are equally intriguing — capThe fifth track is an extremely comtivating and thought provoking photos pelling song about the fall of the Berlin
evoke contemplation from the even the Wall and the new-found freedom of the
least creative listeners, like Jay.
people of Eastern Europe. The song is
This effort has the feeling of a live entitled "A Great Day for Freedom" and
jam; it is a masterful effort on Floyd's is dominated by a pensive piano, accompart. The tone and sound are reminis- panied by strings, which heighten the
cent of the live collection album "Deli- drama of the song. We' d look for this one Pink Floyd's cover photo to The Divison Bell is arrestingly artistic.
cate Sound of Thunder," harkening to on a future Greatest Hits Album.
Jay is wrong in his view that the "Bruce in a room after the dance party, but never
The seventh track is called "Take it
the weeping guitar of David Gilmour
Hornsby" feel of the song adds to its during.
and the classical depression of all Pink Back." Lo and behold, Evan and I have a
charm.
A final noteworthy track is "Keep
-Floyd lyrics. Gilmour's vocals are both split opinion on this song. Evan has the
The truth of the matter is that Evan Talking." This cut utilizes a lot of
soothing and distracting; their lilting strong opinion that the track sounds like
is wrong. Evan is bitter because Pink "spacey" special effects to clarify their
quality will capture a listener and suck something some crappy DJ would play
Floyd has successfully appealed to a new style. An undercurrent of classic
him into die land of Pink Floyd. Itdoesn't at a cheesy Video/Dance party in the
broaderaudiencewhilenotsignificantly Floyd with a modern inflection.
really explore any new territory for the WashingtonRoom, just beforel:45, when
changing its distinctive sound. Yes, it is
In summary, the album was good.
band, but it's adhesion to the tradition of everybody is ready to go home, anyway.
a little poppier than the standard Floyd We would recommend this album to
their classic sound and will continue to Jay feels that this is a masterpiece, worsong (and a little more accessible), but it anyone who is a serious Floyd fan or
please the legions of fans that Floyd has thy of a slot on MTV's Most Wanted.
is still Floyd. This album, will never, anyone who is looking for good music
amassed across theworld since their early Although Evan doesn't doubt that this
ever, be played at a dance party. Maybe but is not really a Floyd fan.
one willhit the teen charts, he knows that
days.
BY EVAN L. ZALL &
JAY SARZEN
Arts Editor & Metro-Hartford Editor

Zion Street Gallery's New Student Exhibit A Success
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Production Manager
The Zion Gallery's current exhibition, "Under Pressure," is far different
fromits first, "Inner View." Whereas the
opening show exhibited a wide range of
mediums and techniques, this one focuses solely on print making,
The show represents three different
types of print making: monotype, etching, and the collograph board. Each has
its own unique effect resulting on the
canvas.
Heather Dunbar's '95 zinc plated
Bride and Groom l&II were reminiscent

of her oil painting in the last show, Bride,
Groom, and Mother-in-Law. The current

piece represents two lovers as an adjustable wrench and a screwdriver. The
prints, I and II, are distinguished by the
differing color applicarionsbefore printing.
The collograph board technique is a

distinct, more labor intensive process
since several types and layers of ink are
applied before printing. Marianna
Hyman '95 uses this technique to evoke
memories of the earth, wind, and fire
elements of the Mandala. By cutting out
an intricate design pattern, she was able
to roll several pigments into the crevices
before wiping off any access and starting
again. The final product was a series of
five prints in which each color highlighted
a specific portion of the board.
Perhaps the most exquisite print, for
its ephemerality if nothing else, was
Dunbar's Squares. Theseries of fourprints
1
was obtained by painting directly onto
the plate without any etching. "I wanted
to produce a glimpse of order out of
chaos," saidDunbar. Each one was good
for only one print,
<
This monotypic technique was also
employed in Faith Thomas' (IDP) Haitian Hills, which presented a poignant,
vibrant image of a bucolic island, land-.

scape.
Pathway and Rocks II also used this
technique as well. The result, however,
was much more intricate. Each was an
excruciatingly detailed representation of
an outdoor setting. One finds it hard to
believe that after one print, the ink used
to create these works is almost entirely
gone.
This focused exhibition was intrigu-

ing at the least. All of the works were
created in either Printmaking I or II. They
clearly provided an interesting retrospection of some of the work that Trinity
student artists are undertaking.
The next show, "Children's Art,"
will be opening within the next week. As
with the past two, it will be hung and
monitored by Trinity's Studio Arts program^
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Who says there's nothing to do around Hartford? Amongst
he towering insurance firms and national banks, there lies true
entertainment for those seeking something a little beyond the
ordinary.
l

Camelot In Hartford
Camelot, one of the most popular shows ever to be presented
on Broadway, is coming to The Bushnell May 10-15.
More than 30 years since it was originally presented, Camelot
itill retains its magic as it marches triumphantly through the
United States and Canada in a record-breaking production starring Robert Goulet as King Arthur, a leader for the 1990's. The
musical that catapulted the charismatic Goulet to Broadway
stardom has delighted audiences in its current production, thrilling legions of new admirers in more than 50 cities. From Boston
:o San Francisco, from Detroit to Miami, from Charlotte to Denver, Camelot and Robert Goulet have won standing ovations and
•eilluminated, for many theatre-goers, the magic of what wonderful storytelling, beautiful music, and star performances yield:
memorable musical theatre.
Portraying the noble and idealistic King Arthur brings Robert Goulet full circle in his association with Lerner and Loewe's
Camelot. He dazzled Broadway when he originated the role of Sir
Lancelot in the legendary original production, stopping the show
with his glorious renditions of "If Ever I Would Leave You" and
'C'estMoi."
A Tony Award winner (Best Actor) on Broadway for his
acclaimed performance in Kander and Ebb's The Happy Time ,
oulet's versatility has been evident in all aspects of show business. His Grammy Award winning recording career encompasses over 60 albums, and his recent screen performances in
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Student Curated Exhibit
Shines At Gallows Hill

BY EVAN L. ZALL
Arts Editor

Darryl Fitzgerald is not the
average Trinity Senior. He has
seen hard times, from the death
of a father to the financial
struggle that led to his absence
for a full semester. However, it
is the trials that he has endured
that have led to what appears to
be imminent success as an artist.
In Gallows Hill Bookstore,
Fitzgerald has curated his first
art exhibit. The show is comprised of visual art thatcaptures
different perspectives on the life
and structure of the "inner city."
Artists involved in the exhibit
have come from up and down
the East coast, as far south as
Washington, D.C.
Fitzgerald says that he "experienced a tremendous amount
of difficulty in planning such an
exhibit," but he never gave up
hope at the sign of new obstacles.
On the contrary, such incidents
as the closing of Mather Art

Space or the lack of funding only
inspired the artist. "All things
happen for a reason," Fitzgerald
insists. "Trials come to test you
to see is you'll maintain hope."
As an artist, Fitzgerald has
shown his work before. One
exhibit occurring in the Fall of
1992 was entitled "Beauty As

"All things happen for a reason... Trials come
to test you to see is you'll maintain hope."
An Expression Of Life." Following that, Fitzgerald worked
in SMART, or Summer Minority Access to Research Training.
The Senior has studied under
Kenny Iwamasa and photographer Albert Chong, and soon
showed his work a second time.
This show was titled "The Search
For My Father Myself In Burial
Andlii Dream." Inspired by the
loss of his father at the early age
of three, Fitzgerald worked with
photographs and journals to create a retrospective into his loss,

the instrumental and vocalparts.
MeWane and Kunen, sang their
Tickets for Camelot. range from $24.50 to $48.50 and are on sale
hearts out, beautifully as usual.
This semester's musical, The character of theM.C, which
low at The Bushnell Box Office. Call (203)246-6807; the Box Office
s open Monday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and Sunday, which ran this weekend from was done by Joshua Epstein '97,
Thursday until Sunday, was was one of humor and fine actnoon to 5 p.m.
Chicago by Fred Ebb, Bob Fosse, ing. Epstein certainly has a
and John Kander. It was the knack for the stage, as his attenstory of two women, Velma tion to the details ot his charac/ andRo;>ue.Haj.t (plai

Twes^and Geometries^

Fighting Hunger
Join the arts in fighting hunger on May 1,1994 when CENTERED, Connecticut Potters Cooperative Association, will sponsor the Third Annual Empty Bowls Luncheon at the Farmington
Valley Arts Center in Avon, from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For a donation of $15, lunch-goers choose a beautiful, handmade pottery bowl donated by CENTERED members. The bowl,
which is theirs to keep, is then filled with soup and bread offered
by local eateries. The donated funds go to Foodshare, a non-profit
foodbank serving 180 anti-hunger programs in Hartford and
Tolland counties.
While lunching on the grounds at Farmington Valley Arts
Center, everyone is welcome to browse through the Fisher Gallery, which is hosting an exhibit entitled The Flower Show
Clothing and Accessories by Budding and Established Artists
The exhibit, which features artists and designers from across thf
United States, runs through May 14th. The gallery is open
Wednesday through Saturday .from 11 a.m. to5p.m.,andSunda)
from noon to 4 p.m.
For lunch tickets, contact Terry Tippen at 675-5630,

...A look around town
for the culturally curious

takes for granted, such as housing, health care and education.
Another purpose of the exhibit,
says Fitzgerald, is to "give memorial to the dead; to all the
rivers of blood that have been
spilled in the street; to show that
those people have not died in
vain."
The exhibit is the effort of
several different artists with different styles. Fitzgerald lists this
exhibit as "a time to praise
people's talents... to allow them
to be free."

Talent Abounds In Chicago

Beetlejuice, Scrooged, and The Naked Gun, 21/2, have demonstrated BY PATRICK GINGRAS
Metro-Hartford Editor
lis deft comic timing.

The Pump House Gallery presents anexhffiitioh of works by
two Connecticut Artists, Rae Newell of Andover and Lucy Sander
Sceery of South Windsor.
Rae Newell, a painter who uses oil as her primary medium,
jtudied at the University of Hartford, took private lessons under
Warren Prosperi of Boston, MA, for three years, and also studied
portraiture under Foster Candell of the North Light Studio in
Voluntown, CT.
Lucy Sanders Sceery is a native of Staten Island, New York,
.ind studied at the New York Arts student League prior to moving
to Connecticut, where she earned an Associate of Art Degree from
Manchester Community College. Ms. Sceery, who works primarily in encaustics, pastels and infrared photography, worked as a
photo retoucher and airbrush artistbefore deciding to devote her
time exclusively to fine art.
An artists reception will be held at the Pump House Gallery
on Thursday, April 28th, from 5 to 7 p.m. Refreshments will be
served and the public is invited. The exhibit will continue through
May 27th. For further information, call Yvonne Harris at 7226488.
' ; .. | .

This exhibit, though, is
dedicated to paying "homage
and respect" to a terrain that is
being ignored by society, that of
the "inner cities." Fitzgerald is
struck by the lack of attention
paid to-the people of the inner
cities,as theystruggleforamenities that general society now

... ^m
fotnen '95, respectively), who
killed the men in their lives, and
met with temporary fame because of their crimes, The scene
is corrupt Chicago in the thirties.
Roxie finds herself in a
women's prison, where Velma
has been for quite some time.
The character of Matron Mama
Morton, played by Kelly
Crawford '95, is the "Mama" for
all the "nice ladies" in the jail
who introduces Roxie to
Chicago's hot-shot lawyer, Billy
Flynn (AlexJohnston '96), Billy,
who also happens to be Counselor for Velma, wins his cases by
making his guilty clients media
figures who win the hearts, or at
least the attention, of Chicago.
It is Flynn's job to make his
clients into pity-begging puppets, so that Chicago and its .
courts will forgive them of their
crimes. In the process, though,
he molds his clients into spotlight-grabbing pigs who desire
fame rather than freedom, In
the end, someone else takes the
media's attention from Roxie
and the has-been Velma, and
the two wind up again in the
spotlight, but this time as vaudeville dancers riding the coattails
of their past vices.
Perhaps the most striking
element to this wonderfully entertaining production is the set.
The set is a massive structure of
intricate stairs, railings, pillars,
and designs, with several backdrops andamoving centerpiece.
The "strike" at the end of the last
night must have been truly an
undertaking, to say the least!
Every aspect of this musical was extremely well-done.
The music was quite good, both

Pollach '96, who played Roxie's
depressed husband Amos, put
in noteworthy performances,
which was no surprise considering their outstanding work in
last year's Godspell.
Claire Nelson '96 did a
lovely job as the sappy reporter
Mary Sunshine; her voice rang
through Goodwin Theater like
it never had before. The most

comicalportrayal of the evening
was freshman Steve Broido's
performance of Roxie's lover,
Fred Casely. Broido was a typical smooth criminal of the thirties and he drew laughs from
the audience constantly.
The dancers were obv iously
wett-iehearsed, as was the pit
in Goodwin: the vocalists are
always drowned out by the
band! It is probably impossible
to ask the band to play quieter,
but perhaps a microphone or
two on stage may help. Despite
this slight annoyance, the production was a complete success,
if you missed this one, you
missed out on some incredible
Trinity talent.

RoggFs Garage
• Mark Fantone*Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
01/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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Panel Discussion Focuses On Sexual Assault At Trinity
BY SHARA ABRAHAM &
KEYNE BARRY
Features Editor & Features Writer

What is sexual harassment? On
Wednesday, April 13th, a panel discussion of Trinity College professors and
students addressed this question.
Among the panelists were Professor
Adrienne Fulco, Professor Jerry Watts,
Professor Ronald Thomas and Professor
Carol Friedman. The discussion was
facilitated by Professor Joan Hedrick,
chairperson of the college's Women's
Studies program.
The discussion began with an attempt to establish a clear definition of
sexual harassment. There existed various conflicting viewpoints on the definition of sexual harassment among both

Trinity's campus. Trinity must resolve
this discrepancy: "real world" problems
are not left at the iron gates.
Given that such "real world" problems exist inside our gates, namely sexual
harassment, how then are we to deal
with such issues? Does Trinity have the',
authority and the capacity to adjudicate
in these matters?
According to Connecticut state law,
institutions are legally responsible fqr
maintaining an environment free of
sexual harassment. The fact that Trinity
is a private academic institution is irrelevant. We must abide by Connecticut
state law.
Therefore, we must first define
sexual harassment before we even attempt to pass judgment on sexual harassment cases. The 1993-94 Trinity Col-

There exists a discrepancy between the 'real world' and its
concomitant problems, what he considers to be a growing
subculture on Trinity's campus. 'Real world' problems
are not left at the iron gates."
panelists and students.
Professor Watts suggested the discrepancy between the "real world" and
its concomitant problems, what he considers to be a growing subculture on

lege Handbook defines sexual harassment as "nonconsentual sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, or other sexually related verbal or physical conduct."
In simpler terms, it is "unwanted sexual

attention."
These definitions appear relatively
straightforward. Unfortunately, this is
not the case. That which a victim considers to be sexually offensivebehaviormay

that it provides a broad definition of
sexual assault, thereby allowing, and
possibly even encouraging continued
discussion of what sexual assault really
is.

"Society has instilled in women a perception of men as
being predators. Lest we blindly accept this absurd ideology: women are not systematically oppressed by a denigrating male gender. Rather, the objectification of women
occurs on an individual level"
not have been the intentions of the alleged offender. What one considers to be
sexually offensive is often defined by
one's environment and culture. In regards to physical contact, differentpeople
have varying levels of comfort. Is there a
difference between sexual assault and
sexual discomfort?
Physical contact and intimacy are of
a personal nature. While one individual
may consider a hug from a member of
the opposite sex to be merely a sign of
friendship and affection, another individual might be offended by such advances.
Though Trinity's policy on sexual
harassment is not perfect, it is a source of
protection. The policy is not limiting in

Another perplexing facet of this issue is male-female dynamics. Society
has instilled in women a perception of
men as being predators. We should not
blindly accept this absurd ideology,
women are not systematically oppressed
by a denigrating male gender. Rather,
the objectification of women occurs on
an individual level.
The perception of men as predator
and women as prey potentially hinders
the objectivity necessary to sexual harassment cases. Thoughthisisnotmeant
to diminish the unrefutable truth that
women are substantially more subject to
assault, the preconceived notion of men
as potentially violent must be discarded.
please turn to page 15

ALONG THE LONG W A L K
This Week's Amazing Question

Since Vijay Got Fired, Where Do You Think
PHOTOS BY SHARA ABRAHAM

Kaiser
"He's in my
stomach and his
future is sh*@#!"

Basil Seggos '96
"He's working at a toll
booth in New Jersey
with Ray Handley."

Mike Esposito '95
"The answer is 'Who
cares? He never
answered my letters
anyway.""

Raymond Jones '97
"Vijay is assistant
manager at QuickieMart with Apoo from
'The Simpsons'"

Harry Einbender '94
"He's pumping gas and
hanging out at Sam's."

Sue Church '97
''He's stopped
answering questions
like 'Do you have any
more hummus?"*
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Crime On Trinity's Campus On A Steady Decline?
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE

according to statistics, crime on campus
~ has been decreasing over the past four
years.
Recent occurrences, particularly
In 1990, there were a total of two
Friday's incident on Vernon Street, have hundred and eleven crimes committed
aroused concern about the safety of on campus. Comparatively speaking,
Trinity's campus. The area around Trin- last year the number of on-campus crimes
ity has its obvious problems, although a fell to one hundred and sixty three.
number of Trinity students have learned
However, recently students have
to joke about the threat of violence.
been complaining about an upsurge in
Nonetheless, many others feel that burglaries on campus. The crimes apthe issue is of serious concern. When- pear to authorities to be the work of
ever Trinity students witness violence someone intimately acquainted with the
or are victims of circumstance, the ques- robms involved and the campus itself,
tion arises as to whether or not we are and not the work of individuals from the
really safe.
neighborhood.
,,
. r
We can joke about the drive-by
, Although these burglaries are unshootings which are often the sounds to fortunate, students can take some assur-

Features Writer

~~

"Trinity does not suffer from a crime problem, but a perception problem. People think there is more crime'than
there really is." -Brian Kelly, Director of Campus Safety
which we go to bed, while we lock our
doors and wonder if maybe we really are
at risk. It should be noted, however, that,

Sexual Assault:
• ontmui'tl i) om pa^t 14

Responsibility of bolh men and
women, particularly in social environments, is<uiotheibignifii\intfactor. As
adults, wv must ji'cept responsibility
for our actions. Any social environment requires responsible behavior by
both men and women present.
Tho issue of responsibility becomes rvt'n more vital when alcohnl is
involved. Alcohol i\mnot ho used as
an excuse. This does not by any means
a violent assault incurred nnone's behavior.
IL is often the source of miscommunicationbetween the involvedparries. Alcohol leads to impairment of
judgment, which, in him, may make
the perceived intent of one's actions
ambiguous.
How do we address ambiguity?
Does Trinity have the right to pursue
sexual harassment cases given, sexual
harassment and assault are not clearly
defined?
Trinity Collegehas a commitment
to its students to insure their safety.
The college obviously cannot prevent
occurrences of sexual assault, but it
can, and does, provide a means of
bringing such cases to light.
In this respect, Trinity's role as
intermediary to state legal procedures
is justified.

1 COULD SAVEtfOUR LIFE...

^ifcHQUsMntoadproduccsblkaioidspluiniiaccuica ::
;

""wonders .that may prevent heart attacks or atlas ; : ; ;
an ahesthclic marc powerful than morphine. Vet. due t o : ;
habitat loss: ii is oil the w r y brink bl extinction. another.

>;';V

b f h d d S e d e S U s t

; : ;

ance in the knowledge that the crimes
were not the work of outsiders penetrating the campus.

In response to unrelentless accusations that Trinity's campus may be unsafe, Brian Kelly, Director of Campus
Safety responded, "Trinity does not suffer from a crime problem, but a percep-

provides walking escorts for Trinity students.
In addition, emergency call boxes
were placed throughout campus and are
being added at a consistent rate. They

"The area around Trinity has its obvious problems.... We
can joke about the drive-by shootings which are often the
sounds to which we go to bed, while we lock ourdoors
and wonder if maybe we really are at risk.
tion problem. People think there is more
crime than there really is."
:
The lack of a serious crime problem
is not without effort. The safety of the
studentbody is apriority for the trustees,
faculty, administration and alumni. They
make a concerted effort to provide oncarripus activities and are constantly improving the security on campus.
The shuttle service has been increased in recent years to provide safe
transportation for the studentbody. The
Guardian Bantams program, which got
underway last fall, is a service which

have been installed to proyide students
with emergency assistance ijf. they-feel
unsafe or threatened.
. , ; ,/-•:
And finally, thepresence of campus
safety acts as a deterrent to, perpetrators
to increase students' sense of security
and lessen the incidents of crime.
And even in spite of the recent occurrence on Vernon Street, Trinity students have been assured some sense of
security. Nonetheless, Campus Safety
continues to urge Trinity students to
avoid placingthemselvesinsituations in
which they might be at risk.
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Around
Apathetic?
SGA posted signs this week
in an attempt to get out the vote
for the election this Wednesday.
The signs were supposed to say
"The SGA Thinks you're apa thetic.
Proove us wrong. Vote. Wed.
April 20." Unfortunately, the creator of such signs didn't happen
to notice that they spelled prove
"proove." Hmmm. We at Around
Trinity hope that the extra letter-o
isn't some disguised hint that we
will have to have two or more
elections this time.

Food Critique
Trinity students are voting
with their feet over their preferences with the food service. On
Monday night, Le Bistro was
packed. No trays, real silverware,
or tables were anywhere in sight
at dinner. The culprit? The newly
arrived sheet(rock) pizza in the
main dining hall.
In the last few weeks, Around
Trinity thinks the food in Mather
has taken a nose dive. Overall, it
seems as if corners are being cut,
leading us to wonder if perhaps
the organization is tunning out of
money as the year ends.. At lunch
Wetc \iifi different wa^g) Itiopet-"

ahle. Half of the juice dispensers
were broken, and the ice machine
was "out of order." Let's hope
that Mr. Small gets things back
into shape.

Social Critique
Friday afternoon was a perfect afternoon for sunbathing,
frisbee tossing, and the ever-popular sloshball. During the mid afternoon,astemperaturesbroke70,
largenumbers of students ignored
past-due assignments and headed
for the quads.

Top-10
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Lectures:

The Science
Department:
The science department
is sponsoring a spring science symposium. The event
will be held May 3, in the
Ferris Athletic Center,
Posters will be displayed
from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Authors will be present
from 9:00 a.m. to 11:00
p.m.

UCONN:
On Tuesday, April
26th, at 5:30 p.m., the
UCONN Gay and Lesbian
Law Student Association
and the Nat'l Lawyers Guild
will sponsor a panel discussion on the case of Joe
Steffan, a man who was
dismissed from the Naval
Academy at Annapolis on
the basis of his sexual orientation. Joe Steffan will be a
member of the panel. The
discussion will take place in
Blumbetg H,all in Hosmer
Katt at the 15CONN Law
School Campus in Hartford.

Red Cross:
Obtain American Red
Cross certification from
the National Aquatic Safety
School. The program will
be held at Camp Jewell in
Northwest CT. on June
13th-18th. For more info,
on tuition,etc. call 6782819.

Neil Harvey, professor at
Brown University, will
present "Rebellion in
Chiapas: Rural Reform
and Campesino Responses" on Wed. April 20,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge.
Leslie Desmangles will
present "The Gender Politics of "Witchcraft in New
England," on Thursday
April 21, at 12:15 p.m. in
the Women's Center.
Patricia Churchland of
the University of California
at San Diego will present
"Prospects for a Neurobiology of Consciousness,"
Thursday April 21, at p.m.
in Boyer Auditorium.

Chapel:
Tues:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Wed:
5-.00 p.m. Evening Worship

Drivers Wanted:
College Students, Retirees,
Anyone To Sell Good Humor
Ice Cream From One Of Our
Vending Trucks. Work OutDoors This Summer. Be Your
Own Boss. Routes Available
In Your Area. Earn $650.00
To $950.00 Weekly. Male Or
Female. Apply Now For Routes
That Start This Spring And
Summer. Call Mon-Sat 9 AM
To 3 PM Only. 203-366-2641.
*EXTRA INCOME ' 9 4 *

Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 1994
Travel brochures. For more information
send a self addressed stamped envelope
to: Travel Network, P.O. Box 612530,
Miami, FL 33161
SUMMER HELP WANTED
Local branches of international firm
have several summer openings.
Ideal for students.
EARN $ 9 UP TO $ 1 5 TO START.
Management opportunities.
Gain valuable business and
communication experience.
Build your resume.
Positions available throughout
CT, NY and MA.
Call 683-8720
Apply now begin after exams!
EUROPE ONLY $169
Coast to Coast-$129
Carib./Mex.-$189
AIRTECH
1-800-326-2009
Call for program

descriptions!

Thuis:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Sat:
2:00 p.m. Memorial Service
Robert W Butcher
Sun:
1:00 p.m. Holy Eucharist
Celebrant—The Reverend
Nancy Charles
Chapel Singers
5:00 p.m. Roman Catholic
Mass
\
Mon:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Need To Get
Your Word

Out?
Submit An Announcement.
Trinity Tnpod, Box 1310
Deadline: Wednesday @ noon.

The Women's Varsity
Softball game vs. Amherst
has been rescheduled to
Wed. April 20 at 4:00 p.m.

This week, we didn't have any
room in the Features Section foi
the almost-weekly top-10 list.
Top-10 Rejected
Earth Day Events
10. Marriot's "1,001 Ways to Recycle Food" seminar.
9. The Slime Booth with slugs,
snails, and Tom Gerety.
8. Save the Whalers.
7. Spot Skunks With SGA. ,
6. Exxon-Icon and Getty—Battle
of the Bands.
5. Trinity'sfoodchain...TriDelts
'Eat Grow.'
4. Homeless Cleanup
3. Save The Beast. Kegs on quad.
2. Presentation of the Lemming
Squeezer.
1. Wetlands T-Shirt Contest.
Written by: (Kristina) Dow
Chemical, OPEC, The Plastics
Council "Beef—it's what's for dinner," The Marlboro Man, and
Ronald Reagan.

i1

Cif
Wed-Sat:

TTie Snapper

.7:30 p .m v

Fri-Sat:

Reality Bites (PG-13)

10:10 p.m.

Sun:

Children of Paradise

2:00 p •HI.

Sun-Tues: Children 0/ Paradise

7:30 p •m.
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BY PETER RHOADS
'Sports Writer

fense anchored by goalie Ed
"
~ Ronan '96, played solid lacrosse.
In the second half, the
As the weather warms up, Springfield Chief Dogs came out
so does the lacrosse team. Early hustling, producing a five goal
in the week, Trinity fought a offensive surge. After some retough fight against division II grouping, Trinity pulled topowerhouse Springfield Col- gether to bring the game within
lege. Over the weekend, they reach. Leading the offense was
rebounded with a resounding freshman Joseph Learner. Alwin over the beleaguered MIT. though the Bantams cut the lead
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, Even Against Tough Teams

In the first four minutes the starting team
quickly scored six unanswered goals to set the
pace for the day. Fighting not only MIT, but a
torrential downpour, the Bantams continued
to score. Using every dimension of the team,
the Bantams came into halftime at 14-2.
On Thursday, playing one
of their toughest opponents of
the season, the Bantams looked
primed for their match up with
second ranked Springfield College. Although Trinity started
the game with inspired play,
they were unable to capitalize
on the many chances created.
Mike Robinson '94 gave the
Bantams their lone goal of the
half.
Strong play by the defensive core including Ryan
Hankard '96, Josh Newsome '95,
Jon Lenzner '96 and Rob Weber
'94 kept the game within two
goals. Although there were momentary breakdowns resulting
in a 3-1 halftime score, the de-

to three, the Chief Dogs were
able to fend off the hungry Bantams. The final score was Trinity 7-Springfield 10.
With one day to regroup,
the Bantams went to Boston on
Saturday with vengeance. Although MIT is not among the
lacrosse elite, the Bantams
showed their depth in a 27-5
victory. In the first four minutes, Trinity's starting team
quickly scored six unanswered
goals to set the pace for the day.
Fighting not only MIT, but a
torrential downpour, the Bantams continued to score. Using
every dimension of the team,
the Bantams came into halftime
at 14-2.

USSA S M I
Senior Michael Robinson #21 scored the only goal in the first half of
™
the game against Springfield College. The final score was 10-7 Springfield.
In the second half the Bants Attackman Greg Cartin'96 tal- goals as well,
continued their dominance. Un- lied four goals and three assists.
Leading the defense in scorfortunately, Winston Binch '97 Attackmen Learner, Peter ing was Defensive midfielder
wentdownwithakneeinjuryin Rhoads '97, and Gus Phelps '95 Clayton Siegert'96, who helped
the midst of the slaughter. Push- each came away with two goals, break the game wide open with
ing through the distractions, the Dan Serening '97 finished with his fast break goal,
lax team came out with a ded- three assists and one goal.
The Bantams hope to capisive 27-5 win.
Leading the midfield were talize on their quick moving ofLeading all scorers was Mark Kastrud '94, Robinson, fense and solid defense against
attackman D. Jorden Davis '95, and Greg Franco '96 who added league rivals Amherst College
who finished the day with five a combination of six scores. Brian and Wesleyan College later this
goals and two assists. Byrne '97 finished with two week.

Men's Rugby Goes To Semi-Final Round In Tournament
BY RICHARD THICKENS, IV

Schaye '95 shell-shocked Sacred

Last Saturday was a cold
rainy morning in East Providence, RI when Trinity started
play against Babson. Due to Jay
Crosby's '95 "canine calamity,"
and Trinity's subsequent lack of
props, the Bantams were forced
to put together a motley crew of
ruggers that dominated the interior Babson side. Chris Bonny
'96 opened up the Bantam's offensive march with a breakaway
run up the middle to put the
Bantams up 7-0 following the
Kansas City Kid's conversion.
Trinity's next march was capped
1 >y Joe Jean's '94 combination of
stiff arms and speed, ashebroke
through the Babson defense securing Trinity's final 19-0 victory.
The following game pitted
Trinity against Sacred Heart,
Once again Bonny began the
liantam's assault with an early
fry to put the Bants up 5-0. The
momentum shifted during the
rest of the half, as Trinity allowed Sacred Heart to tie up the
scoreat5's. After the half, Adam

the sideline 55 meters for a try.
Immediately following, Schaye
intercepted a pass and sprinted
down the sideline only to be
stopped by Babson, but wisely
dishing to Paul Pearlman '95
who was in excellent supporting position for another Trinity
score. The Bantam's, now up
17-5, finished off the kill with
the Kansas City Kid's hardfought run to secure victory at
24-5.
In the afternoon, as the sun
came out, the Bantams prepared
to face off against Southern Connecticut. For the third time of
theday,Bonny opened the scoring with a,drop kick from 25
meters splitting the uprights and
putting Trinity up 3-0. The second half opened withnew comer
Josh Freely's '96 sideline run and
textbook pass to Joe Jean who
out ran Southern defenders to
the try zone. For the remainder
of the game the Trinity pack, led
by the vicious tackling of CoCaptain Chris Bond '95 and the
consistent aggressive play of

T

Junior co-captain Chris Bond #» rallies
his team to a semifinal seat in the Rhode Island Tournament.

Golf.
The Golt team had it's
first tournament play this
Thursday against Quinncpiac and Wesleyan.
Though they had only
practiced once, they boat
Wchleyan and lost to
Quinnopiac by five strokes.
With the" best five of
seven scores. Trinity
proved itsdh Brendan
Monohan, '95.

,-

~rO

-

-

r

Dave Woodhouse '95, out
Lomuscio's ('94) heads up play
finished Off Southern with a try
to put the Bants up 13-0.
Trinity's defense, which
held their opponents to a mere
five points on the day, was assisted by sterling performances
by Vic Padula '96, Richard
Fitzgerald '95, clean cut Mark
Skilton '97, Gino Cino '95, and
Mark'Tenalty" Phillips'96. Pete
"the Hammer" Reilly '95 did an
impressive job of pounding ball
carriers, despite being slowed
by an unfortunate injury. Reilly
has since petitioned NERFU to
allow athletic cups. Trinity went
home with a semifinals birth for
the first time in 2 years.
On Sunday's return for the
semifinals, Trinity was upset by
Providence College in a tough
defensive struggle, resulting in
,a 10-0 defeat
Trinity is now 4-1 on the
season and squares off next
weekend with other NESCAC
teams at the Williams Tournament in Williamstown, Massachusetts.

Women's Crew Sees Tough Competition
BY LORI MARQUIS
Sports Writer
Saturday morning, the
women's crews met to race
UMass, Holy Cross, and Mt.
Holyoke. The varsity women's
eight A. Fisher(coxswain), S.
Uberman, A, DeVries, J.
Strickland, K. Phelan, A. Williams, S.Taylor, A. Zevitas, and
L. Marquis, was able to stay in
touch with the UMass crew for
the first 1000 meters of the 2000

meter course. Though they held
off the Holy Cross and Mt.
Holyokei crews, they finished
second to UMass.
Battling heavy downpours
and wind, the women's varsity
four: A. Fisher (coxswain), S.
Uberman, L. James, B. Curtis,
and K. Phelan, also came in second to the UMass boat. Both the
novice women's crews won their
races. The novice W8 first boat,
H. Stecker (coxswain), J. Guy, B.
Lamb, S. Scarborough, L.

Crawford, A. McGann, B.
McGinnis, O. Martin, and L,
Hagopian, was in third place as
they came out of the start and
then pulled ahead after a decisive move around the 1000 meter
mark, S. Healy (coxswain), L,
Giarrtano, M. Elliot, B. Holtan,
L. Crawford, G. Watson, C.
Manos,M.Lee, andL.Hagopian
made up the novice women's
second eight.
Overcoming their rough
start, the crew pulled up in front

of the other crews after the 1000
meter mark for a strong first
place finish. Heather Smith, the
novice women's coach, commented on her crews. "I'm very
pleased. And I'm sure the races
will drive them to new heights,"
As the women look towards
theirmeetagainstColurnbia and
Georgetown University next
weekend, they feel that their
experiences rowing against
UMass will push them to reach
a new level of competition.
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Inconsistencies Cause Baseball's Highs And Lows
BY BETH FENWICK
Sports Writer

After watching the varsity baseball
team impressively beat Teikyo-Post on
Thursday, I strolled around the quad
only to find more noise and many more
spectators at the intramural game on the
quad between "Joe's Bootery" and
"Dom's Team" than at the varsity ball
game. Whatis going on? You people are
really missing something.
This past week the team handily
beat both WPI and Teikyo-Post. Unfortunately, they lost a double header to
Wesleyan on Sunday. Their record to
date is 13-8.
On Tuesday, they hosted the WPI
Engineers and beat them 12-2. In the first
inning, the Bantams collected 4 runs.
Mike Ranieri '96 hit an RBI single to
bringinRobbyKane'97. ChrisDonahue
'96 scored a second run off an error.
Sophomore Chris Lembo collected two
RBI's off a single, as Jeff Owens '94 and
Dan Coppola '95 crossed home plate.
One run was scored as short stop Matt
Sullivan '95 hit an RBI single to bring
Coppola home again.

was 12-2 Trinity.
On Thursday, the Bantams hosted
Teikyo-Post and and spanked them 13-2.
Starting pitcher Courtney Little '95 retired the side on five of seven innings,
giving up only one run and two hits.
Reliever Ryan O'Connell '95 pitched the
final two innings. He gave up only one
run and two hits as well.
The powerhouse Trinity batters
made quite an impression at the plate. In
the second inning, Owen, who led off
with a triple, scored on Coppola's single.
Four runs were scored in the third, giving Donahue, Sullivan, and Tighe RBIs.
In the sixth, Carbone hit an RBI single to
bring home Donahue. Scott Mitchell'96,
the designated hitter, hit a single and
earned two RBIs, bringing in Paulo Sorio
'96 and Lembo.
The eighth and final inning for Trinity consisted of five more runs. Bowes,
who came in for right fielder Owens, hit
a two RBI single. Ranieri also hit an RBI
single. The Banramsconsistentlyhadmen
on base due to the combination of good
hitting and the visitor's poor pitching.
Though Teikyo-Post was weak, the
Bantam's performance was impressive.

Co-captain Owens explained, "We are not playing to our
potential until we are a more consistent team, both hitting and fielding. Consistency is the big thing."
WPI's two resulting runs were made
off of Trinity errors, thus no Engineer
collected RBIs. Starter Charlie Bowes '97
pitched a complete game and gave up
only three hits and two runs. The rest of
the game was scoreless for the Engineers,
In the fifth inning, six runs were
scored off of 7 Trinity hits. At the top of
the order, Coppola and Lembo both hit
singles and were driven home by singles
from Sullivan and Al Carbone '95. After
hitting a double, Donahue also earned
two RBIs, bringing home Carbone and
Sullivan, Ranieri followed Donahue in
the line upand hit an RBI double. Ranieri
crossed home plate off an error, making
the score 11-2,
:
The Bantams scored the twelfth and
final runin the eighth. Coppola, who led
off with a single, scored on double by
Carbone. The final score against WPI

On Saturday, the team was scheduled to play the Wesleyan Cardinals. It
was rescheduled for Sunday because of
poor weather. Unfortunately, the results
of this double header were not favorable
for Trinity. The Bantams lost the first
game, 11-2. The Cardinals had 14 hits,
while Trinity only had 6. "Wesleyan's
team is very strong, and it is very hard to
catch up to a good team," explained second game catcher Paolo Sorio '96.
As Wesleyan consistently hit theball
in the hole and the Cardinals got five
runs in the first inning, Trinity tried to
stay in striking range. Trinity's 2 runs
were scored in the seventh inning. There
were 2\oyts in the final inning, when
Ranieri nit a triple and collected 2 RBIs,
bringing in Kane and Donahue. Unfortunately, this end of the game surge was
too late to catch the Cardinals. Pitching
this game were starter Jeff Owens '94
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Junior Ryan O'Connell pitched the final innings
in the blowout against Teikyo-Post. He gave up only one run and two hits,
and reliever Dave Henry '96. Defensively, the Bantams were their usual
quick, sharp self.
Trinity's performance in the second
game was much improved,butit was not
enough to pull off a win. Starting the
game powerfully, Tighe hit an RBI single
to drive home Kane. Wesleyan scored
one run in the third, tying the score 1-1..
The Bantams rallied back to collect three
more runs, pulling ahead 4-1. However,
Wesleyan scored five runs in the fifth,
making the score 6-4, the final score
Three pitchers saw playing rime,
starter Carbone pitched an excellent
game, O'Connell threw a significant
number of strikes, and closer Rob
Dowling '95 held Wesleyan from scoring
any more runs.

The seventh and final inning was
very exciting as Wesleyan's pitching
started to break down. In fact, this inning saw three different Cardinal pitchers. The pressure from Trinity was tremendous. The bases ware.iQ|ded^all
from walks, and there were
^
bottom of the ninth. Wesleyan was too
much for Trinity. The count was full, and
the final pitch of the game was a strike.
Co-captainRooneycommented,"Thefact
that we did not give up today will set the
intensity for the rest of the season."
On Monday, the team traveled to
play Albertus Magnus. The next home
game is on Thursday at3:00p.m. against
Springfield. Hopefully attendance will
equal or surpass that of an intermural
softball game!
'

Men's Crew Teams "Rock
At Lake Quinsigamond
competition. Halfway through the
UMass race, the heavyweights pulled an
ultra-fast sprint, or a "flying start," to
Sports Writers
overtake UMass by an inch. "It looked
The Trinity crew teams set out for like they were gonna lose it as they
Worcester again last Saturday to take on passed," said novice rower Dave Weiner
the men's crews of UMass, Holy Cross, '97, "but then Spleener pulled the most
and the Coast Guard Academy. In this ingenious move; I've never seen a move
second week of Spring racing (2000 quite like thatin my entire rowing career,
meters), the crew pulled another strong it was magnificent!" The lightweight
performance, winning all but three races eight, stroked by Senior Luke McCarthy
at Lake Quinsigamond.
lambasted the UMass arid Holy Cross
The novice mens' boats went unde- crews. The second lightweight boat lost
feated again this week. The novice heavy- their race, but still made a good showweight men demolished Holy Cross and ing.
edged out the UMass competition in the
In addition to a having a great racfinal half of their race to win. The high- ing day, the Men's Varsity Heavyweight
light of the day came as the novice light- eight brought home the Mason-Downes
weight boat shellacked the Holy Cross Cup. This trophy has been a tradition
crew before the halfway mark in the race between Umass and Trinity for years
(1000 meters). UMass proved to be a and will be in Trinity's hands for the
strong competitor before the last 500 year.
meters. Once again, David Blanton'97,
This week the Trinity Crewbies prethe stroke of the lightweight boat, had pare to engage Georgetown and Columthis to say about the race: "We rocked." bia in Princeton New Jersey. It will be the
The varsity crews also showed a first real test of Trinity's composure.
strong performance. The heavyweight "Georgetown is lightning quick!" said
men took a beating against Coast Guard Novice coach Mike Irw.in/'We're gonna
in the morning, but with the coxing of need to find some more speed during
coxswain Spleener Smith, rallied for their this week's practice." We'll see next
afternoon race to pummel the UMass week how the Bantams do.
ANTHONY LOWENBERG AND
KEVIN VONASEK
:

I Sports Savvy

Athlete Of the Week .

1. Who is the youngest golfer to win the
Imasters?
2. What sport is played in more countries
(than any other?
3.What basketball player is known as "the
IbigO"?
4. Who said of Superbowl III in 1969 "We
[will win, I guarantee it"?
5. What card game has 2,598,960 possible
fhands?
6. What does SGUBA stand for?
7. What state grants the most fishing liIcenses?
8. What football coach said "winning isn't
[everything, it's the only thing"?
9. What team did home run king Hank
[Aaron play his last major league game for?
10. How many seconds must a cowboy
[stay aboard a rodeo bronco?
11. What sport was featured on the first
[cover of Sports Illustrated?
12. How many squares are on a checkerboard?

Edward Ronan '96

•from on a starboard tack in sailing?
14. Who was the first Black golfer to tee off
i in the masters?
15. How did Rocky Martiano die?
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The starting goalie for the 1994 men's Lacrosse
team, Edward Ronan is a sophomore from
Marblehead, Mass. To date, he has been scored on
only 45 times and made 100 saves. He has a great
possibility of being nationally ranked, if he gets
his saving percentages back up to at least 70%,
which is very possible for this athlete. He has had
phenomenal games against Conn College and
Springfield. The team looks forward to continued
excellence from "Big Ed" as do the coaches and
fans. Congratulations Eddie, you have made Trinity proud. Keep it up!

This Week In Sports
Tuesday April 19th
Softball vs. Elms College at 3:30 HOME
Men's Tennis vs. Tufts at 3:00 HOME
Golf vs. Nichols and Worcester at 1:00 away
Wednesday April 20th
Men's Lacrosse vs. Amherst at 4:00 away
Women's Lacrosse vs. Wesleyan at 3:30 HOME
Softball vs. Amherst at 3:30 HOME
ursday, April 21st
Softball vs. Wesleyan at 3:30 away
Baseball vs. Springfield at 3:00 HOME
Men's Tennis vs. Springfield at 3:00 away
Friday, April 22
Golf vs. Tufts at 1:00 Home
Saturday, April 23
Men's and Wmn's Crews vs. Georgetown away
Softball vs. Tufts 1:00 (DH) HOME
Baseball vs. Tufts at 1:00 away
Men's Tennis vs. Wesleyan at 1:00 away
Men's Lacrosse vs. Williams at 2:00 away
Women's Lacrosse vs. Williams at 1:00 away

Tuesday: $3.50 Pitcher Night
Thursday: $4.00 Pitchers
What Should Marty's Message to the Class of '94 Be?
Entries 40 characters or less. Deadline is May 4th.
Winner Gets a Keg.

Come on down to The View for Lunch or Dinner.

TRIPOD
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Tennis Earns First Season Win Against Wheaton
the number two team is Beard
and Eddie. With this line up,
they expected a tight match
against Wheaton.
The doubles teams of
Lawrence/Bench and Beard/
Eddie both won their matches.
Unf ortuna tely, the number three
teamdidnot. In singles Bdie lost
his match in three sets, Lawrence
won in two sets, and Beard won
in two sets. With the losses of
singles number four and six, the
match was tied 4-4. The deciding match was with number five
player Bench. He broke the tie
with a win in two sets to give
Trinity the win.
The team played WPI yesterday away and looks to today's
game against Tufts at home.
Eddie, sophmore seed number
one, says "we are a young team
building with each match. We
will take our loses and thrive
with our wins, always looking
to the match at hand." The next Number two doubles team Adam Beard '95 and Tyler Eddis '96 won
match will be against Spring- their match against Wheaton.
field on April 21st.

BY LISSA SMITH
Sports Editor

For the Trinity men's tennis team, this week was a winning one. In the match-up
against Wheaton on Tuesday,
April 14th, they had their first
season win. The two teams went
match for match until the deciding match fell to Trinity. The
final score was Trinity with 5
wins, Wheaton with only 4. This
match leaves the tennis team
with a season record of 1 win-2
losses.
With Jamie Katzman '95,
number one seed for Trinity, out
for the season due to a back
injury, the team has had to do
some readjusting. The ladder
stands as follows: in singles
sophomore Tyler Eddie has
moved into the number one slot,
Junior Jamie Lawrence is number two and Junior Adam Beard
is number three. In doubles, the
number one team is Lawrence
and freshman John Beach, and

The Marines Prove
Women's Lax Suffers First Defeat No Match For
Women's Softball.
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

KELLY COLLIS

Trinity's Kara Ryczek takes the ball down the midfield in the
game against Conn College.
'
was canceled due to rain. On
Sunday, the team played a
doubleheader.
Their firs t game was against
Bates. Unfortunately, they experienced their first loss of the
season, While Bates and Trinity
were very evenly matched, Trinity had trouble warding off the
fatigue and pressure. Bates was
having a better day. Batescaught
Trinity off guard by scoring four
goals in the first three minutes,
and Trinity was unable to recover from the spree. At the
half, the score was Trinity 5,
Bates 9. After four goals were
scored against Bates in the second half, the final score ended
Trinity 9, Bates 13.
Little over an hour later,

BY CYNTHIA LEONARD
Sports Writer

After surviving a long and
exhausting weekend in Maine,
the Women's Lacrosse Team is
back on campus and ready to
defend their 5-1 record. Last
Tuesday the team slaughtered
Smith in the rain, the final score
being 20-4. While the women
were expected to do well against
Smith, the large margin that they
won by gave the team a well
deserved mini-break. The team
had a few days to rest up for
their road trip up to Maine,
They left campus at 7 am on
Saturday morning,, only to arrive and discover after a long
waiting period, that their game

with only a bus ride as their
means of rest, the Trinity team
redeemed themselves against
Colby with a 18-7 victory.
Within minutes the score had
leapt to 7-0, Trinity.
The top scorer for the week
was Robin Leary. In the game
against Smith she had four goals,
and 3 assists, against Bates 4
goals and 2 assists, and against
Colby 4 goals and 2 assists.
Despite their loss against
Bates, Trinity has a very good
shot of making it to the ECAC
tournament.
Wins are needed against
Wesley an and Williams. On
Wednesday at 3:30, Trinity
Women's Lacrosse takes on
Wesleyan at home.

Inside Tripod Sports..
•
•
•
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Men's & Women's Crew
Baseball
Men's Rugby
Men's Lacrosse

coached by former Trinity
' ' . . Sports' Information Director

Chris Brown. Kings Point is
making it's debut as a varsity
team this year. Thoughjhgjc,
have been, woiktagf tobecome
a more solid team, they did
nothave the skills to challenge
Trinity's solid skills.
In the first game, Trinity
overwhelmed the opposing
team with a 10-2 fifth inning
win. The game ended in only
five innings becaLise an eight
run mercy rule was placed in
effect.
With some quick pitches
from Sarmuk and fabulous
throws to home plate by B. J
Toolen '95, the women earned
two more runs to end the
game.
In the second game, every team member went ou t on
the field. Runs were piled up
from superb down-themiddle-drives by Sue Church
'97, Audrey Stross '95, Annemarie Peil '96 and Anitre One
'97. Jen Alspach '96 did a great
job in right field and Orie was
successful filling in at first
base. Audrey Stross pitched a
tremendous game, with solid
pitches and high percentage
of strikes. The game ended in
the fifth inning with Trinity
coming out on top 17-1.
Church commented on the
The team came out on Fri- game," We played confidently
day to practice, fighting to re- and just took advantage of all
gain their confidence which their errors."
wag so strong after their double
The Bant's have what
hitter win over Clark on the looks to be their toughestweek
9th. Though the double hitter of the season ahead. They will
was scheduled for Saturday the play Elms College at home on
16th, it was postponed due to Monday, Amherst at home on
heavy rain,
Wednesday, Wesleyan away
' On the 17th, Kings Point on Thursday, and then finish
traveled up from Long Island off the week with a double
to take on the Bants. The Kings header at home vs. Tufts next
Point Merchant Marj ne team is Saturday.

Though the rain threatened to keep the women's softball team from playing this
week, the weather was rib *
match for this spirited team.
Though on April 14th they lost
a tough game to the Coast
Guard Academy, they came
back with two impressive wins
over Kings Point Merchant
Marine Academy. They finished the week with a record of
2-1 for the week.
Last Thursday, Trinity
traveled to New London to take
on Coast Guard, a competitive
team with a 3-5 record. Everyone knew that they wouldhave
to be consistent to have a win.
As the game progressed, Junior Patty Sarmuk's pitches continued to frustrate the Coast
Guard. Unfortunately weak
defensive plays in the infield
and outfield hurt the Bantams.
They had many mental errors,
At times throws were made to
the wrong bases. 5 errors were
recorded. The Guard made
quick time to take advantage
of Trinity's errors. The Coast
Guard had 6 unearned runs;
Trinity had four runs. It was a
long ride back from New London as the Bants were extremely down.

